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Descent From Ben Nevis

Dr. Benjamin Erlandson



Glorious Nothingness
Andra Watkins

Iceland exists where the Eurasian and North American continental plates crash together. Earth

hiccups lava and ash as they pull apart. Magma hardens into rock and is sculpted by glaciers.

Liquid violence below, frozen patience above: both shape the barren wonder of Iceland.

Twenty-twenty was a yawning crack in the landscape, Earth’s reminder of its power to

unhinge us in an instant. Like most humans, I gazed into my soul’s void. Loved ones sick, others

dying. Was I the only one who saw those beyond my household as potential grim reapers, even

dear friends I longed to hug? Seven days steamrolled the most lucrative year of my career,

speeches canceled, travel halted. I stared at an empty calendar, a pile of bills to pay, and I

marveled at Earth’s sudden shift.

Eyes long dry and outrage exhausted, I slipped through a fissure of decimation. I fluffed

my flattened ego with the opportunity to be writer-in-residence in a remote Icelandic village, one

more desperate person changing scenery to avoid another dead end. At least I have an option, I

told myself. From 35,000 feet, a seat on a plane, the world looked like 2019. Ocean and cloud.

Miniature whitecaps and coasts reduced to grade-school dioramas. I closed my eyes and

pretended to be a time traveler.

Reykjavik was closed shops, abandoned restaurants, a panoply of absence. Strangers

appeared at random and scooted to the other side of silent streets. No one made eye contact with

me. After months without access to strangers, why say anything when nothing is safer? At

Hallgrímskirkja, the city’s central church, I held a one-way conversation with a Viking statue and

imagined how the square hummed against the cliff-like facade when the world was not on pause.

Along the waterfront, a jumble of boulders separated land from water, man’s clumsy imprint on

Earth’s timeless order. Weak sunlight glinted within granite like a million ancient eyes and spotlit

the vertiginous peninsula across the fjord, the spine that reached toward my destination, my

residency, my get-out-of-jail-on-bail card.

I fled the city and drove north through tunnels, tundra and mist. No other cars bumped

along the usually jammed Ring Road. My Toyota shuddered against the shriek and slap of
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northern wind. Arctic rain pelted the windshield like machine gun fire. In my empty husk near

the top of the world, I processed the otherness of the landscape, rumpled like a bedspread

gods shook over a mattress. Every turn revealed another vista stretched into a void, a fresh

tableau of vacancy.

The human psyche panics when forced to sit with emptiness, the solitary process of

creating something from nothing. As I toiled alone in my studio, I studied Húnaflói Bay through

a diamond-shaped window above my desk. The Westfjords chewed into the horizon like uneven

teeth and gnawed my lonely edges. Gravity tugged water every which way and sculpted my

shattered soul from above, beneath and all sides. Frigid pools swallowed my grief as I hiked along

sea cliffs and beaches strewn with black rocks. On my way to the heated pool and hot pot, a

fixture of every Icelandic town, a wet wind left me eroded, polished, smooth.

Spewing and hardening, grinding and melting. Iceland is a juxtaposition of upheaval and

time. Fewer places illustrate this co-existence better than Iceland’s Dettifoss. Europe’s most

powerful waterfall plunges over a basalt kink and races along a widening crack. How much water

would it take to fill the canyon’s emptiness, a continental chasm Earth’s fingers cannot bridge and

hold? Mist dances in the void, an illusion, a cipher, a shimmering rainbow trail to heaven. Once I

understood how I related to the landscape, I was ready to witness its muscular power. I navigated

Iceland’s windswept northern passes, leapfrogged Myvatn’s burbling cauldron of lava, ash and

steam, left the Ring Road and plunged into a moon-like desert. The gravel track jostled my car’s

tires like a washboard, a testament to the fortitude of Iceland’s engineers. Over a rise, a parking

lot hugged the canyon’s east rim. Where did one park when every space was empty? Choice was

its own set of handcuffs. Beneath the glare of sunshine, I emerged expecting to be unable to

breathe, an alien on a foreign planet orbiting a different star. Charred gravel crunched beneath

my feet, its echo amplified by nothingness, air thinner and light weaker. But gravity’s tug was

familiar, reliable. I inched toward the canyon’s edge, afraid of surprises lurking beneath rocks and

rubble, always on my guard. If 2020 taught us anything, it is that quiet is sometimes ear-splitting.

Through basalt twisted like slinkies, a path unspooled, the ghost of a million footfalls

stilled by the worldwide pandemic. A raised scar wove along stone steps and switchbacks,

testimony to Earth’s furiousness. Stone, twisted and hardened and uneven, ferried my boots

toward the edge. Did the landscape swallow everyone, make them disappear, a toll for the
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carnage wrought by hyperactive looking and bucket list pictures for Instagram? Black earth

stretched and strained and buckled, a pandemic-scarred soul in tableau.

At the top of Dettifoss, I found comfort in the void, texture in negative space, depth in

the waterfall’s thundering symphony. My life is a picture of Iceland with its eruptions and

erosions, cracks and sulfuric steam. Earth’s ferociousness yields beauty much like trials that sear

our bodies, spirits, and souls with resilience, gratitude, patience and peace.

And just as a thankful tear slipped down my cheek, I glimpsed two aliens near the top of

the falls on the opposite side. One short, the other tall, clad in neon green and hot pink. Were

they real? A trick of the light? A mirror in this otherworld? The shorter one raised her hand,

flashed her palm in greeting, our thoughts free to merge above water and rock, mist and memory.

A reminder that in the wasteland of nothingness, we are never alone.

BIO: Andra Watkins is the New York Times bestselling author of the memoir Not Without My

Father: One Woman’s 444-Mile Walk of the Natchez Trace.
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3pm, December, Joe Batt’s Arm, Newfoundland.

Martha Nance
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Looking Back At Dharavi: Pre-Pandemic

Elana Wolff



The Smell of Home
Alison Auger

I always thought that home smelled like fresh air. I didn’t know how to describe it, but I knew

what it was when I smelled it, and I knew how to seek it out.

When I lived in Seoul, South Korea, I sought it everywhere. I hiked in Bukhansan, the

biggest national park. I hiked Nangjansan for the fall festival. I went to the beach. I went to

Busan. I went to the top of Seoul Tower. I climbed the old fortress wall overlooking the

president’s “Blue House.” I didn’t expect to really feel at home in a country whose language I

couldn’t speak. I felt comfortable in my apartment, on the subway, in restaurants, going to

grocery stores. These aspects of modern life weren’t home, but they were familiar. The one thing

I could not find was fresh fucking air.

Korea, and Seoul in particular, has somewhat of a reputation for pollution. My coworker

once told me, “They have nothing on China. I used to walk home in a pollution cloud so thick I

couldn’t see my hand in front of my face.” It’s not nearly that bad in Seoul, but it’s always

disappointing when you find yourself at a high point and unable to appreciate the view because

it’s covered in smog.

I didn’t struggle to adjust to wearing face masks during the pandemic because I’d worn

N95s so often in Korea. I downloaded an app on my phone that alerted me to the daily

pollution level. A normal day in Colorado, my first home, was in the 30’s, the green zone. In

Seoul, a normal day was above 50, the yellow zone. Sometimes, it reached above 100 on the

pollution scale, triggering a “red alert” warning. The app wasn’t the only thing that let you know

you should wear a mask outside. The government sent out text messages to alert citizens of

dangerous air days. A few times, we even reached a point where we were warned to simply not

go outside.

The worst part about it was that the most polluted days were in the spring. The bulk of

the pollution floats down from China. The winds and the changing weather are why spring,

which is supposed to be the most beautiful time of the year, was the dirtiest. The rare exception

to this fact of life in Korea was that it was always clean after it rained.
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I was there to explore. I wasn’t going to let a little cancerous cloud stop me from doing all

the amazing things in Korea that I wanted to do. So me, my coworkers, and every other Korean

person in Seoul collectively said “fuck it” and made the pilgrimage down to the Han River to see

the impressive line of cherry blossoms in full bloom. We ate candied strawberries on a stick and

stopped in the middle of the road to take selfies, pulling off our masks briefly to do so every

time. Luckily, and unlike in China, you don’t see the cloud up close. All of our pictures came

out crystal clear, and besides, you couldn’t see past the throngs of people and miles of towering

pink trees anyway. The festival smelled like good food and flowers, just the way you would want it

to smell.

It didn’t stop us from hiking either, and in fall, we took an overly long bus ride to

Nangjansan to photograph the changing leaves and Buddha statues. Again, at the base of the

mountain, surrounded by red and gold leaves the size of my face, we didn’t notice it so much. As

we climbed, the trees in the middle of the mountain began to look a little duller, and the quilt of

fall foliage we expected to see looking down from the summit didn’t have the effect we wanted.

And still, the air didn’t feel as fresh as I’d wanted.

It didn’t stop my students or their families either. Going beyond weekend activities, those

kids were dedicated to moving on with their lives. They faithfully came to school every day with

their masks on, government warning or no. They hung them up nicely next to their coats and put

them back on at the end of class before they even went outside. Just another day. But even with

the air filters on and the windows all shut and locked, the air felt more than a little stale.

It didn’t stop my coworkers from looking so unfairly beautiful. They lotioned up every

few hours to keep their hands from looking like, well, mine. They bought quality “pollution

cleansing” face wipes, makeup, and shampoo. They bought masks that matched their outfits.

That cancerous fucking cloud stopped no one from living their lives. Every day on my

way to work, I would find a construction worker, a traffic guy, or mired office employee out for a

break. He would be crouched on the balls of his feet on the sidewalk, pollution filtering mask

hanging from one ear, and smoking a cigarette. Damned be the compounding effect it had on

their lungs. We all just stubbornly pushed through it like a madman in a snowstorm.
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Seoul’s air had its good days and its “red alert” days. Normally, I wouldn’t even look at the

app. I would simply look out my apartment window on the 29th floor and, like a groundhog, look

for Lotte Tower in the distance. If I could see it, then the air was pretty clear that day. If not, six

more weeks of masks.

I got used to it. After a while, I was more than used to it. It was the new smell of home. I

still got a runny nose on a badly polluted day, and I still sought out masks for my walk to the train

station. I learned to accept the faint but inescapable smell of pollution and put it aside when I

followed my nose to better smells. It fell to the background while coffee, soup, fried pancakes,

kimchi, and cherry blossoms took center stage. Any traveler knows to follow their nose to some

of the best experiences a culture has to offer. By my second year, I was unburdened by the faintly

acrid air and thought only of Seoul’s other exciting smells.

Korea is truly a beautiful country. Seoul sits in a bowl of mountains, with smaller

summits the size of short buildings that jut up like little islands here and there in a sea of

civilization. The crowning jewel of them all is Bukhansan in the north. Once, on a clear day, only

a few minutes after it had stopped raining, I stopped while walking over the Samgakji bridge. I

looked over the bridge to the right as I always did on my walk home. I could see Seoul tower,

bright and tall to my right, washed clean in the rain and shining in the sun that was beginning to

set. I could see the bold, thick rails of the train tracks flowing under me. To my left were

apartment buildings, some of them with gold or copper-colored windows that I’d never noticed

before, framing the setting sun. And straight ahead, following the tracks that ran underneath me,

was the peak of Bukhansan itself. It seemed so close. I could even see particular crags and a tree

line. And for the first time in a long time, I smelled fresh air. I couldn’t help it: I started to cry.

I didn’t cry because I missed my old home like I had so many other times. I wasn’t sad

because the view didn’t live up to my expectations. I cried because it was so beautiful, so clean,

and just the way Korea was meant to be. I felt like I was finally smelling the real Seoul. It was not

the scent of excitement, but the smell of home.

BIO: Alison Auger is a writer and editor who has recently returned to the U.S. from

South Korea. She holds a B.A. in English from UC Denver and was an original editor of the

journal F(r)iction.
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Moving Mountains

Tristan Marajh

“Kili is a shy mountain,” a local told me. I did not know what this meant. No worries, or hakuna

matata—this is really said in Tanzania—I’d make the first move. I climbed the hotel stairs to a

very small landing that had a doorway, which I walked through to enter the lounge. What lounge?

— Tristan Marajh
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In Venice
Gloria Nixon-John

It is raining in Venice, and I am alone. The empty gondolas bob; their lacquered bodies collide

and groan. The rain falls in a staccato rhythm, and I hear my father’s mandolin. One of the many

cats of Venice sits on my windowsill. He says, “meow.” I think, Ciao. Even the cats speak Italian here.

Yesterday, in a café near San Marco, when Carmine saw the bill for our drinks, he taught

me the word for “thief.”

“Ladro ladra,” he said, his tongue rolling the “r” like bubbles breaking the surface. I tried

the words, but the sound I made is like a poorly executed shuffling of a deck of cards.

Always the American, I challenged him too. “Thief,” I told him. “Th—ee-ff ”, I said.

“Close the words at the end. First, there is a breeze, then a ride of vowels. Think of the final

sound as a sort of protest, a tickle of air over your bottom lip, gentle but final.”

He tried the word: “Teefah. Allora, I can no stopah with effah.”

We laughed until there were tears, a laugh that came from a holding, lifting, opening

place. A place of no words.

It is raining in Venice, and I am now alone. The whole world of words becomes vapor,

and what matters is that the “O” of moon has been sinking for two thousand years.

BIO: Gloria Nixon-John has published poetry, fiction, essays, pedagogical articles and chapters

in small and mainstream presses, including Apogee, Clover, Dunes Review, English Journal, Panoply,

River Teeth, Wanderlust Journal, A3 Maps and Literature, and Bangalore, to name a few. Her novel, The

Killing Jar, the story of one of the youngest Americans to serve on death row, was published in

2012, and her memoir, Learning from Lady Chatterley, written in narrative verse, was published in

2015. Her poetry chapbook is soon to be published by The Moonstone Art Center. Gloria lives

with her horses, dogs, cats, and husband, Mike in Oxford, Michigan where they are also visited by

abundant wildlife.

Photo: Soroush Karimi, Unsplash
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Practicing Verbs at the Tomb of  Michelangelo

I consider the conjugation

of  to be, to have, essere, avere

someday I will be dead

but Michelangelo has death.

Death lives with him

just as marble weeps

and the ages gnash their teeth.

My Florentine cousin asks,

“Do you know Michelangelo?”

He thinks of  my spinning

in the Sears Tower, shopping

at The Mall of  America,

driving a big machine.

When he notices my tears

afraid he has insulted me

he gasps, as if  to remove

his words from the air,

his face the Centaur

in Pallade e il Centauro.

For a moment, I want out

of  my flesh—this life

want to be a cool shapeless

substance in the hands

of  Michelangelo.

Instead, I say, essere, avere

at the tomb of  Michelangelo
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Assisi, Italy

Gabrielle Bremer

I visited the Basilica of Saint Francis one chilly February weekend during my study abroad

semester in Italy. Pilgrims, nuns, and monks walked the grounds of the Basilica and sang hymns

at the tomb of St. Francis.

— Gabrielle Bremer
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Morocco: A Call to Prayer

Elie Axelroth

The muezzin lolls me out of a deep sleep

with his plaintive call to prayer. It’s 5:30 in

the morning, pitch black but for a swath of

light undulating through the curtains.

Two-wheeled carts are rumbling along the

cobblestone walkway below. A moped

whizzes past.

Allahu Akbar. Allah is the greatest.

The repetition of verses, the

imperative of the muezzin’s plea, floats

across the city in drawn-out phrases.

Chanting from the surrounding

neighborhood mosques is out of sync, like a

reverberating echo. It is mournful but sweet,

comforting as if I am swaddled in a

sheepskin rug.

Ashhadu anna la ila ill Allah. I testify

there is no God but Allah.

Five times a day, Muslims are

obligated to pray. It is one of the five pillars

of Islam: Faith. Prayer. Charity. Fasting

during the month of Ramadan. Pilgrimage

to Mecca called Hajj—at least once in your

lifetime.

Ashhadu anna Muhammadan rasul

Allah. I testify that Mohammed is God’s Prophet.

Against my better judgment, later

that morning we’re weaving our way on

bicycles through Marrakesh traffic—mopeds

and two-wheeled carts, buses, taxis,

horse-drawn carriages. It’s noisy and dusty.

I’m not that familiar with roundabouts and

the uneven pavement, not to mention the

obstacles thrown into our path: horse dung,

hub cabs, the occasional stray goat. Our

guide, Omar, warns us, “Don’t hesitate. Just

keep going, or the cars won’t know what

you’re doing.” A moped skims by close

enough I feel the air compress between us.

Temperamentally cautious, I hope I live to

hear the afternoon call to prayer. I swear I’ll

be a better person.

Hayya alas salah. Come to prayer.

Omar shepherds us across four lanes

of chaos to the Majorelle Garden, a placid

oasis just steps from the harrowing traffic

and diesel fumes. We pause among the palm

trees and succulents, the mosaics, and

intensely blue walls. He answers our curious,

perhaps intrusive questions. We want to

know if he prays every day. He’s a young,

hip guy, so we’re surprised by his answer.

“Of course,” he says. He’s proud of a

religion that asks this much of him. Then he

adds, “There’s no reason not to pray five

times a day. It is only ten minutes.” He fasts
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during Ramadan, a month of refraining

from food or drink between dawn and dusk.

Sometimes Ramadan falls in the summer.

Imagine the discipline required.

Hayya alal falah. Come to

security/salvation.

In Morocco, 99 percent of the

population are Muslims, almost exclusively

Sunni. They are moderate Muslims. Many of

them drink, however, surreptitiously. And

gamble. Both are forbidden in the Koran.

They fear extremists. They share a special

bond with Jews, given a shared history of

having been expelled from Spain in 1492 at

the time of the Inquisition. Live and let live

seems to be their attitude. Contrary to what

is circulated through the airwaves and social

media about Muslims, I find the people of

Morocco to be generous and kind, proud of

their values. Not perfect, but an inspiration.
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La ilah ill Allah. There is no God

but Allah.

Several years ago, when I traveled in

Bhutan, a Buddhist country whose

government supports the monks and the

mountaintop temples, I was comforted by a

culture that values quiet contemplation. It

reminds me of the ubiquitous public

sculptures in Italy. What’s the effect on a

people, on their psyche, seeing

Michelangelo’s David or Brunelleschi’s

Duomo on their morning commute?

Back home, I wake up at odd times

of the night, jet-lagged, fighting the

inevitable cold that comes from getting on a

plane. I fantasize about the muezzin’s chant;

I miss the rhythmic, mournful plea. I think,

what about appropriating the emergency

sirens in our town—erected to warn us in

the event of an “incident” at the nuclear

power plant five miles downwind? If the

plant blows up, the only thing left to do

would be to pray.

But mostly, what draws me to the

call to prayer is that it’s a public prompt to

stop what we’re doing, to hit the reset

button on all the crap that diverts us from

our better selves. I think of myself as a

disciplined person. I eat my greens. I get

exercise. I’m a writer. If nothing else,

finishing a novel requires that I sit down,

confront a blank page, write drivel, delete,

and keep going—one word at a time.

There have been times in my life

when I meditated every day, without fail, but

not now. I don’t mean it as an excuse, not

meditating because of the individual effort it

would take. But think about it: A public call

to prayer. Five times a day. Endless

opportunities to be grateful. To plead for

mercy and justice. For an end to the

violence. For priorities that value life and

freedom. And peace.

BIO: Elie Axelroth has published in

Packingtown Review and Adelaide Literary

Review. Her first novel, Thin Places, won a

National Indie Excellence Award. When not

traveling the seven continents, she lives in

San Luis Obispo, California.

Photo: Untitled, Elie Axelroth
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Animal Bodies
Suzanne Roberts

Egrets land on raised coffins in the rice paddies. Women wearing straw hats sell sodas on the side

of the road. We have booked a boat called The Bassaic, run by a French company, to ferry us

down the Mekong. The crew keeps us separate from the French.

We wait for the only other English-speaking tourists to load the boat. The husband has

swoopy hair and square-framed sunglasses. He helps the wife on, who spills onto the boat in a

flash of gold and neon pink—a hot pink halter top, ripped designer jeans, gold tennis shoes with

gold ribbon laces tied in bows. She could easily fold her tiny body into her giant suitcase and

disappear into it if she wanted. The man refuses to hand over their passports to the crew. They

both decline to drink the juice. They speak Spanish, and I hear the husband say, looking at my

husband and my direction, “Americans.”

There is disdain in his voice. I hadn’t said it aloud, but before they boarded and I heard

them speak, I had thought the same about them.

The wife disappears in her cabin and then remerges for lunch, wearing a tight, backless black

dress. We eat lunch, and when the dessert comes—a rice pancake with fried banana and dark

chocolate—I eat with glee, even if my belly pushes against my pants. The wife rebuffs the

dessert, asks, “Do you want me fat?” I know that to look like she does means denying yourself the best

dessert ever, even on vacation. It makes me want to eat more, but I know I can’t say I would have hers.

We are kept separate from the French the entire time, like Brexit, I joke. We share the

deck with the Spanish-speaking couple, but they also speak English.

I speak to them in Spanish. I tell them we’re from California as if that excuses us from

being American. They tell us they are from Panama. “Not Florida,” the husband says, “the

country.” I say that we have been to Panama, the country. I tell them we hate our new president,

the former television reality show conman.

The French complain that we have the upstairs deck while they are below. The husband,

Andrus, tells the crew we will switch for dinner. I tell Andrus I can’t imagine demanding other

people get moved for the betterment of my enjoyment. The wife—Gabriela—agrees. We all

became friends.
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The deck below is shady, giving us a break from the southern sun.

We all watch the sunrise the next morning—a pink orb in the smoky sky. The red flag

whips at the back of the boat, the yellow star appearing and disappearing in the wind. A fan

rustles the tinsel of a fake Christmas tree. We share lychee, plums, rambutan, and oranges.

Gabriela says she can’t eat the durian. I eat her portion. Andrus says he agrees with the new

president’s Muslim ban. I explain, conjuring my smartest and most measured voice, why I

disagree. Gabriela looks me in the eye and says, “I agree with you.”

We walk through villages that evening. Insects hum in the yellow glow. Caged roosters

and dogs chirp and bark. Gabriela says, “You’re a teacher, right?” I nod. She says, “I am nothing.

I’m just a mom.” I tell her that being a mom is a good job, an important one, and I mean it.

The next morning, we board a smaller wooden boat, churn through the brown-green water,

weave through the maze of floating markets—tire-lined boats full of pineapple, jackfruit, squash,

watermelon, cabbage. Plastic-covered houses with tin roofs on stilts line the river’s banks.

Gabriela carries a Coach purse. She says, “The poor here are worse off than in Panama. They

have nothing. No hope.” I want to say that we can’t speak for them but say nothing. Because

what do I know? Only two days earlier, I would not have guessed how much I would enjoy the

company of this slick couple—I am taught the same lesson again and again: people are more

than they initially seem to be.

We kiss them goodbye on each cheek, head for our hotel in Can Tho, 12 stories of green

glass and neon lights. A whirl of motorbikes zooms past. A dancing pineapple tries to lure us

into a bar. Plucked chickens, with their necks broken, hang in street-side stalls. Their beaks

akimbo. Their half-open eyes gaze back at us through the smudged glass. What did the heads see

when their bodies darted in the yard? A grassy knoll or the triangle of blue sky?

That night, I can’t sleep, walk to the floor-to-ceiling windows, press my palms against the

glass; the river cruise, topped by a giant neon lotus, chugs through the black water below. I think

about my mother. This is the first trip we have taken since she died six months earlier. So far

from home, and yet she is right here. And I am here—traveling with the dead, the memories run

like a film reel, catching. “You’re a good mom,” I tell her near the end.

She says, “Stop acting like I’m dying.”
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Saying the things you should say is admitting to the end. And maybe Mother knew that

her life held more meaning if she stayed in denial, for how much is the life of the dying worth?

We are up early the next day for a bicycle tour of the Mekong Delta. We are given rickety bikes. I

ask for a helmet and am met with a black stare. We follow narrow paths through banana, mango,

and durian trees, up and over wooden bridges. We swerve out of the way for motorbikes. We ride

ferries across waterways, motorcycles revving their engines in anticipation for the other side.

Our guide leads us to a sacred grove. He lights incense and prays. We are told the

many-rooted Bodhi trees are sacred. I walk away from the rest of the group. A breeze slices

through the humid air.

I see her again from the corner of my eye. She disappears when I look for her

straight-on. The way it always was. I mouth the words now: You were a good mom.

Even here, in the hot and humid breeze a world away, I hear her say it: Stop acting like

I’m dying.

We fly over the South China Sea, travel to a luxury resort. The hotel is newly opened, taking

marketing photographs—the models, a tall, handsome western man walking with a petite

Vietnamese woman.

We walk the beaches until our feet are black with tar. I ask for turpentine in the lobby.

In the morning, we watch as hotel employees clean the beach. My husband says, “Top 10

things you will find on the beaches of Con Dao,” making fun of the bucket lists in travel

magazines, the kinds of things I sometimes write for money.

“Hypodermic needles, that’s number one for sure,” I say. “Plastic sandals are

number two.”

We head to the other side of the island, tour the Con Dao prison, where shackled clay

mannequins occupy old cells. They wear scowls, looks of despair, the reenactment of torture.

Starved, naked bodies in the tiger cages. Human bodies, made animal. Light casts barred shadows

on the cement walls. I enter the cells, and one makes me feel so nauseous I must leave

immediately. I wonder if it’s the banh mi we ate on the street in front of the museum, but once I

am back in the humid air, I feel better.
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I hear a British man say, “America’s has had so many puppets.” I want to say the French

built these prisons. I want to ask him where he thinks we came from, whose puppets we were,

how we learned imperialism and colonialism so very well, but I don’t. On this trip, I’ve learned to

say, “The American War,” and though the British stayed out of this particular war, they have

done their share of holding the strings.

We travel north to Sapa, and I look straight on at the cocks fighting, the swayed back horses

meant for meat, the wire cage, holding dogs—German shepherds, Siberian huskies, mixed-breed

labs, a chow chow that looks like my dog Ely. It is a small enough cage to tie to the back of a

motorbike. I cannot count how many dogs are in the small cage because they are a tangled mess

of fur, ears, and tails. At least five. Maybe more. The dogs push paws and noses out of the mesh;

they pant in the heat, trying not to hurt each other when they adjust themselves but do anyway

and yelp out with sharp cries of pain until someone comes and shakes the wire cage. I ask our

guide Khu if I can buy them for her. “As pets,” I say.

“We have dogs enough,” she tells me.

Someone holds a puppy on a leash. “Those are for pets,” she says. A man bends down,

smacks the small puppy to see if she will submit to him. “Can I buy you one of those?” I ask.

“No,” Khu says, “Come on. Let’s go.”

Khu is Hmong and says they don’t eat dogs. “Unless they are very bad,” she laughs. I turn

to my husband and tell him our dog Ely would have been a goner had he lived in Vietnam.

I remembered a colleague who told me traveling to India was so sad because of the street dogs.

But once I arrived, and I saw the children begging on the streets, I no longer noticed the dogs.

Until we ran over one.

We were pulling up to Mulgandkuti Shrine, and the dog had been sleeping on the street.

The dog’s cry was sharp and shrill like broken glass. “Oh my God, oh my God,” I said. The

driver stopped, and I jumped out of the car. The dog managed to get up and stood on three legs,

howling. The dog’s high-pitched cried summoned a pack of street dogs, eight to be exact, to the

scene of the crime. I stood against the car, and the dogs circled me, barking in lamentation for

their friend’s useless leg. The injured dog tried to touch the toe of the smashed leg on the
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Memory

Lawrence Bridges

IMPERIAL PALACE, TOKYO, JAPAN

Memory is a colorful fish swimming through a watercolor.

— Lawrence Bridges
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pavement, recoiled in pain. The driver got out and tried to shoo the dogs away, but they wouldn’t

budge. The dogs stood their ground, circling the car, barking at us. The driver went to charge

them, and finally they dispersed. The wounded dog hopped away on three legs.

When Sholeh and I reached the temple, I was already in tears. I knew it had been my fault

because if I hadn’t been interrogating our driver about his personal life, his eyes would have been

on the road.

We didn’t think our new driver, who seemed annoyed with us because we didn’t want to

eat at the restaurants he suggested, spoke much English until he asked, “Are you married?

“I’m not, but she is.” I pointed to Sholeh.

“Were you arranged?” I asked the driver, figuring that if he could ask me if I was

married, I was entitled to know the details of his marriage.

“Yes, I am.”

“Please stop talking to the drivers when they’re trying to drive,” Sholeh told me. “You’re

distracting him.”

“Yes, we were arranged,” he said, perhaps to prove his English skills.

“Do you love her?” I asked, leaning forward.

Sholeh had covered her nose and mouth with her shawl, trying to protect herself from

the traffic fumes, but she pulled it down to say, “Suzanne! That’s enough.”

“She’s a good wife. She speaks softly to my parents. Very modest,” the driver said, looking

into the rearview mirror at me.

That’s when we rolled over the dog’s leg.

In the temple, I wiped my tears away, knowing the driver wouldn’t appreciate my crying

over a dog. Street dogs were just another part of the fabric of India, along with the beggars and

the street children, the blind musicians and the snake charmers, and the feral monkeys, the cow

struggling down the street with a broken leg, which is a sadder sight than a three-legged dog.

Inside the temple—dark and cool and private—I let myself cry briefly before pulling

myself together. Sholeh was kind enough not to tell me it had been my fault even though I knew

it was. At home, I would have gone to bed for two days and cried had I been responsible for

injuring a dog, but there in India, that sort of indulgence wasn’t possible.
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I ask Khu again, “Just one dog,” but she’s already passing the water buffalo on her way

back to the vegetable market, and Tom and I have to jog to catch her. I’m sure I’m not the first

tourist who visited Vietnam and wants to save the dogs. I know that even if I bought the whole

wire cage full of dogs intended for meat and set them free, they would be rounded up again for

the market next Sunday. I force myself to take one last look back at the caged dogs, and then I

move on, telling myself, we eat pigs, and they are cute too, and smarter even than dogs. And then

I wonder at this logic: why should beauty or intelligence be the measure of an animal’s worth?

Traveling means witnessing the world exactly as it is without trying to change it and being open

to letting our travels change us instead. There are cages enough everywhere.

BIO: Suzanne Roberts is the author of the award-winning memoir, Almost Somewhere, as well as

four collections of poetry. She teaches for the low residency MFA in Creative Writing at Sierra

Nevada College, and lives in South Lake Tahoe, CA.
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From my mate’s back garden, Gabarone, Botswana, 1988,

while emigrating to New Zealand; no luck with a photo the

previous night; got this one first try the next night.

— Lance Mason
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Going Bananas
Helen Lippman

Monkey on your back may be a hackneyed expression, but there’s nothing trite about it when it

happens to you. Besides, it was all about the bananas.

My story begins on the Gulf of Thailand, where my husband, Ellis, and I spent three

nights at a seaside resort—a relaxing interlude between the bustle of Bangkok and the charm of

Chiang Mai, Thailand’s provincial capital.

We traveled from Bangkok by bus, arriving around noon. We ate at an open-air restaurant

a block from the bus terminal, the kind of place where the waitress goes barefoot, the bathroom

is a hole in the floor behind a curtain, and a stir-fry with chicken and cashews costs less than
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$1.50. Afterward, we bought fried bananas dipped in powdered sugar from a street vendor.

Freshly made on a sidewalk stove, the banana chunks were sweet, crunchy, and creamy—the

best I’ve ever eaten. They were also the biggest bargain: a bagful for 10 baht, the equivalent of a quarter.

With our bellies full and our bodies cool now that we’d escaped the heat and humidity

that blankets Bangkok, we hailed a songthaew, an open-sided mini-bus that transported us the last

couple of miles to the Kaban Tamor Resort.

We felt even better when we checked in. Flowers sprouted everywhere, and lush greenery

carpeted the grounds. Our room stood alone, one of about two dozen mushroom-shaped chalets

that dotted the property. Large, round, and light-filled, the room’s centerpiece was a king-sized

bed topped with rose petals in the shape of a heart. A basket of fragrant tropical fruit—guava,

jujube, rose apple, and of course, banana—awaited us. A sliding glass door led to the swimming

pool and then out to the sea, which lapped softly on the sand at low tide and slapped hard against

a retaining wall when the tide was high.

But our favorite feature wasn’t part of the resort. It was the 65-foot golden Buddha

that stood at the end of Takiab beach, hands forward-facing and fingers held up in a gesture

of peace.

We visited the Buddha several times a day. We also swam, had side-by-side massages,

enjoyed meals with an ocean view and dinner shows. We ventured outside the resort, too, to a

neighboring road where virtually every home had a Spirit House—a shrine to a protective

guardian—outside its door. One night, we heard amplified voices and walked into a religious

festival with a small market alongside it. I bought three yards of an elephant-print fabric, holding

up three fingers and an outstretched arm to convey the quantity to the saleswoman.

On our last day at the resort, while Ellis swam laps, I took what I thought would be my

final walk to the Buddha. Only this time was different. A rhesus monkey, about two feet tall, sat

silently at the Buddha’s broad base. I blinked, surprised. And then there were two, then three, and

suddenly a whole troop of monkeys. I pulled out my camera and clicked away.

Excited, I ran back to tell Ellis. That’s when I discovered the reason for the gathering. A

squat old woman sat just down the walkway, with bunches of Thai finger bananas for sale. She

smiled at me, pointed to the fruit and gestured to the monkeys. I would’ve loved nothing better

than to feed them. But I was clad only in a bathing suit and sarong, with a room key and camera
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on my wrist. I had no money. “I’ll be back,” I pantomimed, pointing down the beach and holding

up my forefinger in what I hoped she would realize meant “just a minute.”

I practically flew down the sandy beach to the pool, gesturing wildly for Ellis to

climb out.

“You’ll never guess what I found!” I told him, flashing digital images of the monkeys. “A

woman’s selling bananas to feed them. We’ve got to go back. Right now!” Ellis threw on a towel

and sandals, I ran to our room and grabbed some Thai coins, and we were off.

When we arrived, no monkeys could be seen. I was devastated. But my disappointment

Untitled in Nepal

Kevin Cheeseman
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was short-lived. Curious and no doubt hoping to be fed, the troop reemerged, squealing, one or

two at a time.

Delighted, I paid the woman and grabbed a bunch of the little bananas. I started slowly,

pulling off one banana at a time and tossing it toward the monkeys. They were so excited I felt

like the Pied Piper. But just for a moment.

As the monkeys drew closer and their numbers swelled, their aggressiveness grew, too.

One little fellow tugged impatiently at my sarong like a toddler yanking on his mother’s skirt.

Without warning, a bigger monkey—perhaps the leader of the pack—leapt onto my back!

“Do they bite?” I hollered to the banana seller, momentarily forgetting she didn’t

speak English.

No response.

Panicked, I bent over as far as I could, hoping the intruder would jump off. When that

maneuver failed, I tossed the remaining bananas as far away as I could.

And just like that, the monkey abandoned me. After watching him (or her) race toward the treats

as the other monkeys jockeyed for position, Ellis and I headed back to the resort, laughing all the

way. In time, the monkey-on-my-back story—with the picture Ellis took as proof—became one

of my most unforgettable travel memories.

Luckily, I survived intact. The monkey on my back didn’t bite or scratch or leave any

other physical mark. But a couple of years later, during a visit to the Sacred Monkey Forest in

Ubud, Bali, I discovered that the brazen Thai monkey had left a small psychological scar. As

tourists rushed to buy bananas to feed the Balinese monkeys, I hung back. Sure, I was happy to

see them and to watch them eat. I didn’t even mind seeing the monkey-on-your-back experience

repeated—as long as the back in question wasn’t mine.

BIO: Helen Lippman is an avid traveler. Her work has appeared in The New York Times,

Hadassah Magazine, and GoNomad Travel among other publications..

Photo: Untitled in Nepal, Kevin Cheeseman
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Lance Mason

From the boat, Okavango Delta, Botswana, 1988

— Lance Mason

Cơm 57: Lunch in Vietnam’s Capital City
Jason Carraway

It’s lunchtime in Hanoi, Vietnam, and I’m walking five minutes from my apartment to my

favorite rice shop, shielding my eyes from the blinding July sun with my hand as I weave between

the hundreds of motorbikes parked along the ancient, dilapidated sidewalk.

From a block away, I can see a cloud of smoke pouring from in front of a building and

into the street, the universal signal in Vietnam for delicious food served here. The source of the

smoke is a charcoal grill, behind which stands the owner of this little oasis of grilled meats

identified by a weathered sign above the entryway as Cơm 57.
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I lock eyes with the owner as he fans the grill’s flames with one hand and flips pork chops

pounded as thin as playing cards and sauces quartered chicken breasts with the other. His eyes

and friendly wave say it all: Ah! The foreigner is here! I’ve become a regular at Cơm 57, and he

greets me every day with the enthusiasm of a long-lost friend, which I always return in kind.

I also greet his wife, who stands behind a table and lords over her steaming bowls of

veggies and sizzling platters of meat. She holds a plate with a smile, indicating that now would be

a good time for the silly foreigner to tell her what he would like to eat.

A combination of pointing and minimal Vietnamese suffices for placing my order. Rice,

of course. After five years in Vietnam, I have become a rice aficionado (or snob), and I am

seldom disappointed: small food stalls like Cơm 57 take great pride in the quality and freshness

of their rice. On visits back home to see family in Oregon and I am sometimes forced by a state

of culinary-homesickness to sit down in an authentic Asian restaurant and expose myself to

mushy, old rice which only doubles my urge to jump on the first plane back East.

As good as the rice is, the pork chops are the star of the show at Cơm 57. They are cut

thin, making them both cook fast and incredibly tender, and brushed with a sauce that adds a

sweetness that makes eating a pile of them easy work.

I gesture at the fried eggs: Hai. Yes, two of those, please. The owner’s wife flings two

eggs on top of the pile of rice and pork chops along with some fresh-cut veggies. Vietnamese

food features a lot of eggs and for good reason; whether fried, scrambled, made into an omelet,

or slammed into a bánh mì, the Vietnamese cook egg unlike anyone else.

Something else catches my eye and I point with a questioning look, eliciting an excited

call of “bacon!” from the wife. My lucky day, I’ll have some of that too.

While the wife finishes piling my comical mound of food onto the plate, I walk up a set

of stairs to the open room that serves as the dining area. Before sitting down, I need tea. Not

want. Need. Plain water won’t do. Something about the salty meat, the heat, and the venue

require Vietnamese tea. I grab a glass from a rack and scoop a few pieces of ice out of a cooler.

Are the glasses clean? Is this ice made from un-boiled tap water? In Vietnam, questions like these

are best left unanswered. I pull the tab on a large tea dispenser, and it pours out almost as clear as

water. Light yellow, but almost clear. That’s the key.

I sit down on one of the famous blue stools that captivate every blogger and foodie who
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visits Vietnam and prepare my area. I grab for what used to be a candy container but is now half-

full of fish sauce. I also snag the small bowl of freshly ground chilies. I combine them in another

small bowl and stir gently. It needs to be spicy, very spicy. Vietnamese food will ruin your palate

in the best way: anything that isn’t diarrhea-inducingly spicy simply doesn’t cut it. It needs to hurt.

You want to sit there, sweating with your fellow diners, marinating in a collective culinary masochism.

Sauce ready, my plate of food arrives. I drizzle my fish sauce and chili combination across

the plate, letting it drip across the eggs, pork, and bacon before it soaks into the rice and veggies

below. If done correctly, my hands will stink of fish sauce the rest of the day, as they should after

a proper Vietnamese meal.

The key is to make sure each bite has a bit of everything: a little pork chop, rice, a cut of

egg, and a slice of cucumber. I have been in Vietnam long enough to know how to eat properly:

with a focused, almost angry ferocity as if a timer is ticking down, and if I don’t finish in time,

the owner’s wife just might run up and take my plate away from me. As I eat, I feel the warmth

of the chilis, droplets of sweat forming on my brow, lower back, and under my arms. I am

revolting, and I couldn’t be happier about it.

Minutes later, my plate is cleaned except for a few bones. Like a chess player that just

used every bit of intellectual horsepower to make a winning move knowingly, I sit back on my

stool, looking down at my plate with satisfaction. If victory had a taste, my taste buds had

experienced it.

I grab my bag off the floor and head towards the front of the shop, only stopping to

refill my tea for one last chug of the good stuff before quickly standing next to the dispenser.

Back outside, the man behind the grill tells me the price in English. I confirm the price in

Vietnamese. He says thank you in English. I say thank you in Vietnamese.

Then I am off. It’s time for coffee.

BIO: Jason Carroway is an American expat having spent the last five years living in both

Vietnam and the Netherlands. When he isn’t writing, he can be found nose-deep in the pages of

Emerson, Kafka, and F. Scott Fitzgerald. His other short stories can be found published at Across

the Margin and From Whispers to Roars.
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Bigg Cave Tour
Jess D. Taylor

I’m in the middle of nowhere, Laos, alone

and aching. He is dead, almost a year now, and

the other one, the newer one, has lodged

himself into my heart like a piece of shrapnel.

He is supposed to be here. Both of

them could be here, but I’m talking about

my new boyfriend, Kevin, who would want

to linger over a Beer Lao with every friendly

Aussie we bump into. The one gone,

Dennis, would still be sleeping off last

night’s debauchery. Both would slow me

down—and I’m moving fast. The mountain

bike tires are too fat for these dusty unpaved

roads, the kids scream and shout for waves,

the heat feels like a horny lover who won’t

leave me alone, but still, I move.

The Lonely Planet tells me about a

cave tour way out here that is sometimes

open, sometimes not, but totally worth the

chance! I’ve gotten used to the idea that

Kevin isn’t coming to meet me, though he

kept me adrift on his deceit all the way to

the airport: “After I earn some more

money, I’ll catch a flight and track you

down, I promise.”

It takes two hours to find the

hand-painted wooden sign that reads BIGG

CAVE with an arrow pointing into the

endless green of rice paddies. I lock my bike

to a rickety fence and feast on water, wipe

my sweaty red face with a damp

handkerchief, and follow the overgrown trail

to a small round hut perched next to a beige

river. As my mind volleys between the bliss

of cool water and the terror of water snakes,

a man appears and greets me with a big

gap-toothed smile. He’s built like Dennis, all

sinewy muscle and bright eyes, and

introduces himself as Sommai.

A woman and three young children

are seated around a low table, staring at me.

I look down at my muddy feet, my torn-up

Tevas. How funny it must be to them, these

tourists who have the money to travel across

the world but not enough money for decent

shoes. Sommai unfolds a diagram and in his

limited but ambitious English tells me

Germans drew it. They’ve noted in the lower

right-hand corner: You must do this

opportunity! So amazing! Please know: You

WILL get wet!

Wet sounds good. Wet is why I

brought Tevas and only Tevas on this trip. I

shake my head yes as Sommai hands me a

rusty headlamp and straps a battery box to

my waist.

The womb of the cave is cool, clean,
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and quiet—except for a few surprising

squeaks from what appears to be a family of

albino rats. “No problem,” Sommai says

when he sees me cringe. We creep along

until he is waist-deep in the water, which

from the orb of my headlamp looks like a

vat of oil. He mimes for me to put my

backpack on my head. The water feels like a

bath turning tepid, and I flinch when it

hits my ribs, pools under my arms. I

remember getting busted by the police for

skinny-dipping in the Caribbean. Dennis’s

Spanish was so atrocious that they laughed

and let us go.

On the other side of the water, the

cave opens dramatically, theater-like, and

Sommai’s hand gestures and fragmented

words tell me that they bring instruments in

here to celebrate New Year’s. “Good

sound,” he echoes, and I nod in agreement.

My sports bra is soaked through, and I can

hear the dripping from my shorts, the rat-

squeak of my Tevas.

The cave’s walls look malleable like I

could burrow in and relax for a while. For

once, I am still; I have nowhere to run. I

think of the absurdity of Kevin trying to

track me down here, tucked into the nook

of this balmy, beautiful country.

Then suddenly, my headlamp makes

a sizzle sound, and the curvy orange walls

go blank, and my eyes feel like they’ve

stopped working.

Sommai is there as I shriek, and

everything fades back into the light, only

dimmer now because I’m sharing his

headlamp. We creep back to the water’s

edge, me shivering close behind him, my

backpack ready on my head—and I hear

another sizzle, louder. His light explodes

into black.

I have known total darkness only

once before, and it was his darkness,

Dennis’s darkness, the dark stillness of a

coma. The darkness of an icy doctor

responding ‘Not in my career’ to the only

question that mattered. It was a September

darkness that mocked the brightness of July,

when, unlike Kevin, he had tracked me

down in Costa Rica to say, finally and for the

first time, “I love you.” Costa Rica, where I

beat up these Tevas, where we zip-lined

through the cloud forest, swam naked, and

nearly got arrested, where I came close to

believing him.

That was a year ago. Now my heart

is caged by someone new. Or is it?

Sommai’s voice is wobbly. “No…

prob…lem,” he chokes as he makes his way

around my battery box. If I weren’t so afraid,
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I might enjoy the warmth of his fingers on

my waist, but all I can think about is that

water up to my neck in the pitch dark and a

sliver of white tail (or was it the last flash of

light?) If Kevin were here, he’d laugh at my

fear, remind me that rats are cute and who

wouldn’t want to go swimming with rats?

They’re just like any other rodent who has to

gnaw constantly because their teeth never

stop growing.

I feel a wire tickle my stomach.

Sommai is breathing heavier now, tugging

harder on my battery box, muttering to

himself. I concentrate on how the darkness

does not get any lighter. I think of saying

goodbye to Kevin at the airport, me crying

and him saying, “You’re going to be fine,

you know. You might even be glad I’m not

there.” A shadowy memory emerges of

Dennis showing up at my hostel in Monte

Verde and before the ecstasy, a brief bolt of

disappointment.

A loud crackle, and a pop and I see

Sommai’s grin inches from my face. His

headlamp throws warm buttery light over

the pool, and I clap my hands together. We

descend back into the warm water and

follow the dim light to the entrance of the

cave. Just as we exit, I look up to find one

albino rat glowing a cheerful goodbye.

Minutes later, I’m floating down the

river alone, my backpack and Tevas resting

on the muddy bank, my face turned up to

the sky, to the light.

BIO: Jess D. Taylor’s writing has appeared

in Little Patuxent Review, Pidgeonholes,

Superstition Review, Mutha Magazine, Brain,

Child Magazine online and elsewhere, and her

essay “Cuba Libre” won a Solas Award from

Traveler’s Tales. She edits Made Local

Magazine, teaches college English and raises

her two little girls in Santa Rosa, California.
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At the Well
Pam Newton

I’m walking with my new boyfriend down the streets—or I should say street, since there is only

one—of a coastal village in County Waterford, Ireland. A grey-haired villager with a stiff gait

wends up the road toward us.

Suddenly, the man throws his hands in the air. “Willy! Willy, you’re home!” (Willy? Back

in New York City, my boyfriend is called Will.) “When did you get home, lad?” he asks in a thick

brogue as we approach, clasping a strong, knotty hand around Will’s upper arm.

“Just this morning, Johnny!” Will answers, enfolding the man in an embrace.

“Good to see you, boy! Heard it on the radio you were back. Have you got any gigs lined

up, then?”

“Tomorrow night at the Tobar,” Will answers, and Johnny shuffles off with a promise to

see him there tomorrow night. (What is a tubber? Are we still speaking English?)

Will is not a celebrity, but every summer, when he makes his way back to Ardmore, a 500-person

town in southeast Ireland, they announce his arrival on the radio. I want to get him a T-shirt that

says, “I’m big in Ardmore.”

I heard about Ardmore on my very first date with Will as we walked across Central Park.

It is a story I’ve heard him tell many times since, and I will continue to hear him tell into the

future. It happened about 20 years ago. Will was playing a solo gig as a singer and guitarist at a

bar in New Jersey, when a very friendly, slightly inebriated Irishman approached him during his

set break. The man’s accent was so thick that it took Will several minutes to understand what he

was saying, but it gradually emerged that his name was Mike, he was from Ireland, and he loved

the gig. They chatted for a while, and Mike wrote down his phone number on a scrap of paper.

If Will ever wanted to come to Ireland, he said, he knew a music-loving town that would

welcome him with open arms.

In his mid-twenties, with no real career yet to speak of, Will decided to take Mike up on

his offer that summer. He was half-Irish, with a good Irish last name, and he had never been to

his ancestral homeland. Why not now? He showed up in July with his guitar on his back. Mike
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Ireland

Keira Sinclair

helped him get settle at a B&B about a mile outside of the village and introduced him to a friend

who owned a pub called Paddy Mac’s, which later became the Tobar when it changed hands. Will

stayed for six weeks. By the end of his visit, he had weekly residencies at three local pubs,

including Paddy Mac’s, and cooked his own breakfast at the B&B.

It was clear to me on that first date that Ardmore was one of the great loves of Will’s life,

and it became clearer as we got more serious that part of my initiation into Will’s world would be

my introduction to this place and these people who had become like family to him.

When I went with him to Ardmore, eight months into our relationship, I was ready to fall in love

with the town, too. Will now had a corporate job with finite vacation days, so he could usually
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come for only a week or two, but he hadn’t missed a summer in 11 years. His August gigs became

local events, drawing what seemed like the entire village into the pubs to hear him play covers of

rock, Americana, and “trad” (traditional Irish songs).

Even though I had seen Will’s eyes light up whenever he talked about Ardmore, I was still

surprised to find myself in such a gorgeous gem of a town, with a quaint village center encircling

a giant, horseshoe-shaped beach. How lucky for Will, I thought, that the drunk man in the bar

was from this place of all places. The natural setting of Ardmore does not have the high drama

of Ireland’s most famous sites—the Ring of Kerry, the cliffs of Moher, the Skellig Islands, where

a grizzled Luke Skywalker recently trained Rey in the ways of the Jedi. Part of the town is indeed

built along a cliff, which drops precipitously to a blue sea. But Ardmore’s beauty has a gentler

touch: green and yellow meadows, grazing horses, and trees twisted by the sea wind, covering the

roads like a canopy.

The main street through the village dead-ends at the beach and is lined with colorful

houses, restaurants, pubs, and local art galleries. Around the periphery are medieval ruins from

the days of the early Christians, including one perfectly preserved and mysterious stone “round

tower,” a giant phallic structure with a pointed top, which rises from a crumbling cemetery on a

hillside overlooking the town and the ocean.

In Ardmore, I watched Will croon the same songs he had played in bars back home—

Van Morrison, Tom Petty, Marvin Gaye—but the fans went wild here. In his weekly Thursday

night gig at a Hoboken steakhouse, I had often been the only one clapping at the end of the

song. Large men with cigars and their dressed-up dates would cut into their steaks, laugh loudly,

and regard the man with the guitar as wallpaper—something pretty in the background. In

Ardmore, the crowds overflowed from the windows and doors of the pubs, singing along and

clamoring for just one more song at the end of the gig. One! More! Song!

The question was why I wasn’t having more fun and why I kept crying. The town

enchanted me—the gorgeous trail called “Cliff Walk” that hugged the cliff ’s edge; the Sunday

farmer’s market with fresh carrots from nearby farms, all the art and pottery (I loved the

paintings of local cows, turned into coasters and serving trays)—but I felt socially alienated. Most

of Will’s friends were men over 50, and I couldn’t understand what they were saying. The

combination of the brogue, the smatterings of Gaelic, the references to Irish sports, and the
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man-centric humor—lots of knowing laughter and winks—left me bewildered. I smiled and

nodded, and no one asked me a single question.

At gigs, Will was treated like Bruce Springsteen, while I sat staring into a pint of cider,

pushed to the edge of a crowd who’d known each other all their lives. A night out at the bar has

never really been my thing, but here the whole social life of the town revolved around the pubs,

so we went to the pubs. Besides, I had no choice—that was my boyfriend up there with the mic.

Everyone was friendly, but I was decidedly on the outside, and no one seemed to be

inviting me in, including Will. Our relationship was still young, so I found myself thinking, Do I

really know this person? And does he really know me?

One night we went out to hear an Irish singer-songwriter, and I sat there while Will

caroused with his friends, each taking a turn buying the next round. Will got drunker and louder;

I kept nursing the same drink, even as new pints showed up on the table beside me. During the

set break, I said I wanted to go home, and we walked silently “out the road” a mile (Will still stays

at the house that used to be the B&B; the family closed the B&B years ago, but by that point they

were friends). When we got back to our room, I got teary. Will tried to comfort me but was

disappointed we hadn’t stayed till the end of the gig, which only made me feel worse.

Will played a few gigs that week at The Tobar, actually called An Tobar, which means “the well”

in Gaelic. It’s named for St. Declan’s well, a medieval relic just up the road from the pub, whose

water, still feebly running, supposedly has healing properties. St. Declan is said to have alighted in

Ardmore when he first came to Ireland as a missionary in the 5th century. The pub is on what you

might call the village’s main square—though this implies there are other squares—right where the

road meets the beach. When Ardmore holds its annual July cultural festival in honor of

St. Declan, this square is where the big concerts take place.

An Tobar is not much more than two tiny, adjoining ramshackle rooms. The men on the

bar stools look like they’ve been sitting there all their lives. They order another Guinness with a

nod at the barmaid, who also looks like she’s been standing back there all her life. If you look

closely, you see the walls are half-timbered—a suggestion that this is an old building, maybe even

a historical one—but the timber beams are obscured by a television for watching hurling matches

and a speaker system, roughly installed and propped up by various wooden contrivances.
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I spent several nights at the Tobar, standing awkwardly in a huge crowd that encircled

Will while he played, walling him in with their sweaty bodies, spilling drinks, and off-key full

throttle singing. The gigs went on for hours and had the air of a celebration—of Will, who had

alighted in Ardmore a bit like St. Declan and kept returning like the Prodigal Son; of music; of

togetherness.

At the end of a show, Will might close with “Wild Mountain Thyme,” a traditional ballad.

Everyone in the room puts their arms around each other and sways as they sing, their full Irish

hearts suffusing every word with longing. But they’re still not satisfied; they want one more. He

puts down his guitar and sings the Irish national anthem—in Gaelic—which he’s memorized

Ireland

Keira Sinclair
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phonetically. They still don’t want him to go, but he insists—it is two in the morning. Several

locals stay after closing for what they call a “singsong,” singing trad songs a capella in the

shuttered bar until the sun starts to rise. Will and I take the long walk home.

On our last night, we went to An Tobar to have some drinks and say goodbye. Two

women were there who I had only met briefly before. They were both in their thirties, like me,

and one was a teacher, like me. She had spent her summers working in East Hampton during

college, and she had been to New York City many times. I clicked with them instantly. We spent

hours at the bar, talking about men, about dating, about Irish and American culture. Some of the

older blokes joined us and were suddenly more intelligible to me than they had been all week. We

kept talking and laughing and nodding at the barmaid for another. The conversation and the

drinks both felt like sustenance. After last call, we all stayed for the singsong.

Will and I left for Dublin the next morning, bleary-eyed, and I cried again on the plane,

this time because I felt silly that I’d marred my week in such a magical place with all that crying.

I’ve been with Will for seven years, we’re married now, and I’ve gone to Ardmore with

him most of those Augusts. I skipped the first two after the summer of my initiation and then

started going back. I now have dear friends there, with whom I keep in touch throughout the

year. It took only a couple of hours in Ardmore for me to understand the appeal of the town,

but it took a couple of visits before I really got it, before the locals started greeting me with,

“Hey, when did you get home?”

BIO: Pam Newton lives in Brooklyn and works as a freelance writer and college writing teacher,

currently teaching at Yale University and Cooper Union. She has published essays on arts and

culture, personal history, wellness, and politics in publications including The New York Times

Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, National Book Review, American Theatre, and others. She has been a

theatre critic for Time Out New York, a book critic for O the Oprah Magazine, and a blogger for The

Huffington Post, and wrote one of the monologues in Nora Ephron and Delia Ephron’s play, Love,

Loss, and What I Wore.
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Sailboat at night in Santorini
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Pronto Soccorso
Camille Lowry

On my trip to Puglia, I picked up new

vocabulary words in Italian that I never

wanted to learn: pronto soccorso and

scottata. Emergency room and burn.

When I bent over in the narrow

hotel bathroom to dry my leg, the last thing

I expected was the searing pain that lit up

my right buttock. It was so shocking, this

assault upon my skin and peaceful morning.

Who knows why the towel rack was heated

in July and to such a scalding temperature. I

was trying to fight off the tears as I pressed

an ice-cold mini bar drink to my cheek. The

tears were not from physical pain, but from

the mental discomfort that things like this

happen to me all the time, and often in

places of paradise where life is supposed to

be perfect, that I could feel as jinxed on

vacation as I do at home.

I had only just arrived. I had planned

to go for a swim in the crescent-shaped bay

that the hotel had claimed as its private

beach. But that would have to wait. Before

the beach, I had intended to go to the

breakfast buffet, which would offer

prosciutto and mozzarella beside the

croissants. Now there were more pressing

things to handle.

After pantomiming bending over

and making a sizzling sound, the girl at the

front desk drew a line on the map to the

small hospital in the neighboring town. I

drove there, concerned that I would lose the

day to a long wait to be seen. But found

instead an empty reception area and two

nurses chatting. I mumbled the Italian

phrases the hotel receptionist had taught me.

And the nurse said, “Fammi vedere.” Let me

see it. Then I dropped trou to present the

three-inch angry mark that would most likely

become a scar.

Soon a strange hand was rubbing

ointment on my rump. I heard her coo in

Italian, her words sliding down a shoot of

pitch. “Non e cose male,” It’s not so bad,

she said. And she placed a tube of

something into my purse. Then holding her

hands up and open to the room, she let me

know I need not pay.

There was something in that gesture

that took the sting out of the whole thing.

The ease of finding care, the calm and

reassurance that appeared as fast as the

burn, turned my attitude right around. I

climbed into my rented Fiat, feeling a little

proud. I was able to enjoy the heel of the
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boot of the country for the next few days.

I ditched the car for a flight from

Bari to meet my friend Jennifer up north.

There was only one thing I wanted to do in

Venice. I had my heart set on taking a boat

ride at sunset. Jennifer was going to come

with me, but I didn’t find her at the meeting

place, the end of the bridge that connected

the Jewish Ghetto to the quiet streets of

Castello. The boatman was waiting at the

edge of the bridge. I asked him not to leave,

to give her a few more minutes to show. It

was my last night, my last chance to see the

city lit up by the magic hour. Finally, five

minutes later, I saw her sauntering over the

bridge. And I called to him, waving

frantically, neurotically, to say, “She’s coming.

We’re coming.” I rushed towards the small

vessel and the pinched-looking driver.

I heard him say, “No, don’t step

there,” just as my foot hit the cement step

that led down to the boat. Beneath my

sandaled foot, slick green moss covered the

step. I saw my feet start to slide out from me

down towards the water, moving below the

length of the boat. In that instant I saw my

hands were still gripping my leather purse

that held my passport, wallet, camera, and

phone, each full of my trip photos. I could

not put my hands down to stop my descent

without losing all of those precious things

to the murky wetness. So I sat down, hard

on the stone, to break my fall. I spent the

expensive boat ride, embarrassed, angry, and

stunned to be wet, scraped, with a new

searing pain on my left butt cheek, the one

that had escaped the branding by the towel

rack a week earlier.

The next day, I shuffled through the

serpentine check-in line at the Marco Polo

Airport, wondering how I was going to sit

for ten hours on the plane on the egg that

had sprung, hard and blue from my

otherwise fleshy backside. I was muttering to

myself when two women in front of me

turned around, thinking I’d said something

to them. Laughing, I said, “Don’t mind me.”

I explained my frustration at my misfortune

and told of my bad fall.

They were sisters, deep into their

50s, heading back to San Francisco. They

travelled yearly together, with or without

their husbands. One of them said, “Oh, but

you were lucky; you could have broken your

tail bone.”

“Yes, you nearly fell into the canal.

But you didn’t.” Her sibling insisted.

I said, “But I was so sad that the nice

moment was ruined.”
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To which the first woman said, “In

travel, there is always loss.”

And the other chimed in, “Travel is

travel. It need not be perfect.” She reached

into her bag and handed me her neck

pillow to sit on. I soon found myself

chatting with them about more pleasant

things, grateful again for the kindness that

followed alongside my bad luck. Grateful

that travel always provided surprises.

BIO: Camille Lowry is a freelance writer

and communications consultant. She has

written for Juxtapose Magazine, Swindle

Magazine, Huffington Post, and as a columnist

for Black Voices. Born in Tanzania, raised in

Berkeley, with past lives in New York and

Rome, Camille is now based in Los

Angeles.
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Berlin Busted
Paul Perilli

Before Geraldine and I took the S-Bahn to Potsdam we had some official business to take care

of over on Holzmarktstrasse. In the building at number 15, we would defend ourselves against

the fine we were issued the day before for possessing unstamped tickets on the tram. We’d

refused to pay 120 Euros to the two plain-clothed inspectors who had nabbed us at the stop near

Alexanderplatz. The circumstances were extenuating, which was why we opted to plead our case

to the Bahn’s Customer Service.

Transitory Space, Toronto, Ontario, Cedarvale Ravine 

Series, Color Photography, 2020

Leah Oates
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The fact was, when we got on at Metzer, the tram was so crowded we would have had to

push our way to the machine to validate our tickets. So be it. The inspectors, one carrying a

portable credit card reader, came aboard a stop later at Mollstrasse. Once the doors closed and

the tram was underway, they asked to see tickets. The passengers around us were prepared for the

drill. They took theirs out. Hesitant, we did the same after a second request. Geraldine handed

hers over with the explanation, as they could see we were blocked from getting to the machine.

We had every intention to validate them when space to do that opened. Logical enough, we

looked at each other.

The taller of the two men spoke. Tickets had to be stamped once we got on. That was

the rule we were required to follow like every other tourist and Berliner.

We couldn’t get through the people to do that, Geraldine repeated. A hand drew attention

to the blocked aisle. That didn’t matter; it’s right over there, the one with the beard pointed. The

back and forth went on like that to the next stop. The passengers around us followed the

discussion. A few sent disapproving looks our way.

At Memhardstrasse, we were asked to follow the men off the tram.

“The cost is sixty Euros each,” the one with the beard told us.

“What? How can you do this?” Geraldine’s voice was indignant.

“We were going to stamp them. There was no way to do it,” I said. “Why don’t you

see that?”

“We will need to see your passports,” the one with the beard said.

“We don’t have them on us; our hotel keeps them,” Geraldine said.

“This is ridiculous.” I turned away from the men to show my disgust.

“We will have to call the police,” the tall one said.

“For what?” Geraldine said.

“For not having your passports,” the tall one said.

“Go ahead, call them,” I said.

It turned out there was a police station close by in Alexanderplatz, a prefab metal building

with a dozen windows. Inside, a policeman came out to the waiting area to talk to us. He had a

relaxed manner and seemed to wonder what we, a couple of middle-aged tourists, were doing
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there? Though when it came to the fine, he deferred to the inspectors. That was up to them.

There was nothing he could do about that, he explained with a shrug.

In lieu of passports, we took out our driver’s licenses, which proved to be satisfactory

identification for the policeman. The inspector with the beard used that information to write out

our fines. And that was when we found out we didn’t have to pay right then. If we wanted to, we

could go to a Bahn office the next morning to dispute it.

That’s what we’d do, Geraldine said. We’d use some of our precious vacation time. We

didn’t agree with any of it. Letting us stamp our passes as we intended should have been good

enough. Taking us to the police station for not having passports was over the top.

On the ride to Holzmarktstrasse we agreed Geraldine would do the talking. She was the

cooler of us. Better on her feet. In a first-floor office, the man on the other side of the glass

listened as she described how we wanted to get to the machine. We had every intention to stamp

our passes, but we didn’t want to be pushy. We were tourists in a strange city. We didn’t have our

passports, so we were taken to the police station! The police station, Geraldine repeated with

emphasis. The man shook his head as if confused. “I don’t know why,” he said. Then he smiled.

He’d made his decision. We still had to pay the fine. That was the rule for everyone.

From there, it was a short walk to the Jannowitzbrucke station. On the S-Bahn Geraldine

took out her phone. She stared at it in silence all the way to Potsdam. When the train stopped,

she looked at me and said, “You could have squeezed your way through those people to stamp

our tickets, and everyone on the tram knew it.”

BIO: Paul Perilli lives in Brooklyn, NY. His fiction and nonfiction have recently been published

in places such as The Transnational, Thema, Numero Cinq, Adelaide Literary Magazine, Overland, and

others. “Orwell’s Year” appears as a chapbook from Blue Cubicle Press. Another, “Market &

Fifth, San Francisco, 1986” won the 2019 Jerry Jazz Musician short fiction contest. Paul’s

chapbook A Nice Place to Live is out at Cyberwit.
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France in Three Stops
Kendall Poe

Day eight, I believe, but I stopped counting after five. It’s the last week of March 2020 and the

first official day of spring. Never have I gone this long without going somewhere besides the

bathroom or the kitchen. We stay as they tell us to do. A constant drone of sirens reminds us of

the consequences if we disobey. This directive, however, has no control over our minds. We all

want something. Desire congeals in the air between our heads and apartment ceilings. Each of us

wants something a little different; each of our air samples has a slightly different composition of

longing. We’re stacked together. Each apartment is a volume of desire for where the renter wants

to go but cannot. Some simply long for the corner where they sit with neighbors to watch the

quotidian mechanics chug by. Some long for loved ones, the country of their body, the landmark

of words. In the beginning (or the middle but certainly not the end) of this quarantine, I long for

France and don’t care how pretentious I sound. I long for the Aix-en-Provence of 2008 when I

was young and only concerned with learning and staying alive.

In 2008, I only had a Nikon Coolpix digital camera that my grandmother had given me. For

the time, it took wonderful photos but now, when I look back, the images appear grainy and

out-of-focus, a sad reminder of how nothing except for the real thing will suffice. But if I had a

camera, a good one, and could go wherever I chose, no matter the constraint of time and space, I

would take these three photos:

1. Every morning I woke up in a seven by eleven-foot room that was my apartment, my

home, my pied-à-terre. It had a sink, a bidet that I didn’t know how to use, a desk, Internet,

and one wall of wooden cabinets that separated the head of the bed from the sink. This

was my world for ten months. While I spent most of my time exploring the South of

France, rightly so, it was here I retreated to when I was sad or lonely; it was here I spent

most of my evenings contemplating what I would do the next day, or what I could afford

to cook that night. The best part of the room was a picture window that swung open in

either direction and looked out onto Sainte-Victoire, the famed mountain of Paul Cézanne.

It stood in the distance as a salute to each morning. I could easily find thousands of
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beautiful, high-definition photos of every angle of the mountain. Still, I would want to

capture the mountain within my window frame, a corner of my desk, maybe an edge of

the cabinet where I stored UHT milk and muesli. If I could take it a step further, I would

capture the few times when I woke from a dead sleep to see peach and fuchsia sunlight

fanning around the mountain the same way light emanates around Our Lady of

Guadalupe, how the light spread from the mountain as if it were a heart, beating

oxygenated blood to the rest of the sleeping world.

2. To get to the center of town, I had to walk past Parc Jourdan, across the Boulevard du Roi

René, and through place des Quatres-Dauphins. The courtyard was small but had a

picturesque fountain in the middle and cobblestone streets on either side. Periwinkle

shutters flanked each window. Few cars used the route because of how the street narrowed.

The fountain was not my favorite—an obelisk with a pinecone on top—more phallic than I

preferred, but its location was the perfect spot to sit under the shade of linden and eat a

fresh croissant, depending on the time of day, or marvel at the jar of peanut butter from

the imports store, watch the older women dutifully ignore their dogs, who pooped on the

sidewalk. Every morning as I walked to language school, this fountain marked the entrance

to the old town and the beginning of enchantment for me. It marked the way to learning,

open-air markets, other moss-covered fountains, another me I didn’t know existed. If I

were there, I would kneel in the middle of the street to get the fountain and the treetops

together under an azure sky.

3. The third photo is complicated and might sound clichéd to some readers, but again, this is

my quarantine fantasy and no one else’s. It would require the expert photographer who

knew how to capture ‘moments,’ knew what lens to use that would highlight early evening

light filtering through Le Festival’s patio in front of La Rotonde. The café itself doesn’t

deserve too much mention. It served mediocre coffee and was notorious for surly waitstaff

that’d grown tired of serving tourists decades before you’d ever shown up. The café,

however, lay directly between my dormitory and the bus station where my friends would

travel back to Marseille after class. Aix was too expensive for them, they’d said. After
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ordering and paying for our espressos, we’d linger until the ground lights of the fountain

turned on and lights hung high above the Cours Mirabeau shone through the plane trees.

We’d banded together as strangers, all in the same boat as ‘students.’ Some of us studied

economics, some studied law, others, like me, studied liberal arts. We’d met through one

highly social and likable individual named Books, who had a way of bringing people

together. None of us were French. Some were only staying a few months. Others would

spend their entire scholastic career in Aix until they either earned their degree or grew tired

of the rattrapage. During those evenings, when the crepuscule and cigarette smoke crept

towards each other, we talked; we laughed; we supported one another through whatever

obstacle had arisen. There’s a way in which you create a family out of necessity and not

even know or understand it until much later. If I had a high-definition camera, I would

take a photo of one of those meetings, not focusing on any one person, nor the fountain

behind us, or the canopy above us, but perhaps the space between our open mouths, to

capture the movement between us, the hint of laughter, shadow of some deeper emotion

just outside of the frame.

BIO: Kendall Poe is a writer from Queens, New York. Her work has appeared on the blogs of

Tin House, Paris Review and Wanderlust Journal. Last year Southeast Review awarded her the honor

of World’s Best Short-Short Story. If she’s not writing, she likes to bike around Central Park. She

also became an editor at Wanderlust since writing this piece.
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Transit Assistance in Rome
Erica Plouffe Lazure

My first thought, as I sent him down the

train platform at Fiumicino to make sure his

ticket was time-stamped, was that I could

have done better. I should have walked him

from where we were seated, across from

each other in the train, when he’d asked in

halting Italian if it would get him to

Trastevere Station, and then to Roma

Aurelia. He’d written the names of the two

stations on his ticket—a large, airplane-sized

ticket, suggesting it had been bought well in

advance—not the tiny one I’d just bought

(and stamped) at the kiosk. I, too, was

Trastevere-bound, returning from an early

morning flight from Bari, and I knew a few

things I suspected he did not: that he

absolutely needed to have his ticket stamped,

and that, on a Sunday, he would not easily

find the train to Roma Aurelia, one stop

among dozens in Rome, among six

platforms of trains.

“The train man will fine you, make

you pay a lot of money, if your ticket is not

stamped,” I explained. So he went off to

stamp his ticket, and then perhaps (I didn’t

see) slip into another car. We were literally

want to risk leaving the train (with all my

stuff, or without all my stuff) to make sure

he was all set. I sat with the guilt of it for the

whole train ride to Trastevere, and told

myself that, if he made it onto the train, I

would do better when we arrived.

Sure enough, upon arriving to

Trastevere, I found him—an African man,

possibly Senegalese, about as tall as me (not

very), asking a very tall Italian camo-clad

soldier holding a rifle where to find the train

to the Aurelia stop. Sensing very little good

would come of this scenario, I collected him

from the soldier and brought him to the

main hall to survey the massive train

marquee, and then my phone, to guide him

to the train that would stop at Aurelia. My

sources told me the Aurelia train would not

be for another hour, at 9:57am. I thought it

strange, but cross referenced and confirmed

it with an online Trenitalia schedule. I wrote

down the train number on his ticket, showed

him how to find the platform on the

marquee, where to find the platforms, and

where the bar was if he needed food. He

thanked me for my help, and I told him,

“When I lived in Italy three years ago, I

needed help with the trains. So now I hope

to help you.” Something happened, as we
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walked upstairs, a wave of energy rushed

through me that felt like gratitude, the

receiving end of gratitude, and I was sorry

to leave him alone and waiting an hour for

the train.

At the top of the stairs, he asked for

my phone number, and I typed it into his

contacts, although I told him “WhatsApp

only,” but I never heard from him. He

seemed not to want to say where he’d come

from when I asked him in an attempt at

small talk, as we waited for my slow Internet

to relay the train information. He simply

said, “from the airport, FCO.”

“Me, too,” I said, and left it at that,

but noticed the functions on his phone were

in French. So, maybe Senegal. I kept him in

my thoughts as I left the station and

rounded the corner for the tram. So many

things could go wrong for him, for any of

us. But I needed to get on with my day and

meet my friends in Trastevere, who’d made

breakfast for me.

U-Turn

Lisa Dower
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I got on the tram, loaded down with

my to-the-gills backpack and my catch-all

shoulder bag from two months of travel and

went the three stops to where Yvonne and

Jadzia were staying. I’d just turned onto

Viale Glorioso when I noticed an old man

ahead of me, holding a hand against the wall

to steady himself as he walked, and taking

slow and cautious, almost processional but

decidedly unstable steps. In his other hand

was a plastic bag, with a pair of sneakers and

a towel inside. I passed him and then

turned—he looked to be in pain or about to

fall over, so I said, “posso ayuti?” offering

my hand. He nodded and took it, and we

walked slowly over the rough cobbled roads,

pausing at the curb cuts and broken spots,

trying to talk with each other about how hot

the weather had been, how many people are

suffering in the heat. I thought maybe at first

he was walking home, that he lived in the

vicinity, but then (my Italian sucks, I will just

say it) I gathered he was taking a bus, and

was walking up to the stop. I asked if he

would like any water, or maybe a peach (I

had one in my bag), which he declined.

When we arrived to the bus stop, we

checked the marquee—Bus 75, his bus, in

six minutes. I decided to wait until the bus

arrived. He thanked me and told me that

(either) he had been in the hospital, or

someone he knew was in the hospital. I

touched his arm and told him, “hai amichi

ovunque” (you have friends everywhere)

which made him cry, and that made me cry,

and he patted down his tears with a

handkerchief as the bus arrived. I pushed

my own tears away, kissed him goodbye on

both cheeks, and made sure he got on the

bus safely, and the doors to Bus 75 closed

and we offered one last wave, and I don’t

know what happened next to him or my

Aurelia-bound friend.

BIO: Erica Plouffe Lazure is the author

of the forthcoming short story collection,

Proof of Me + Other Stories, by New

American Press. She is also the author of

two flash fiction chapbooks, Sugar

Mountain (2020) and Heard Around Town

(2015). Her fiction is published in

McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern, Carve, Greensboro

Review, Meridian, American Short Fiction, The

MacGuffin, The Southeast Review, Phoebe, Fiction

Southeast, Flash: the International Short-Short

Story Magazine (UK), Hippocampus Magazine,

The Iron Horse Literary Review, and elsewhere.

She lives and teaches in Exeter, NH.
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Lost in Barcelona
Tiffiny Spire

I tried not to give in to the panic rising in me as I gripped my daughter’s hand. I squeezed too

tight, and she pulled away from me. I scooped the toddler up and put her on my hip for the

umpteenth time. I looked around to get my bearings. Pooky used that moment to reach out and

pat the brown stone wall. We both took a moment to admire the blocks that had been hewn and

stacked with precision. Stone upon stone upon stone formed this old building. I took a couple

steps backward—as much as this the medieval alley would allow—and craned my neck to look

up. The detailed architecture was awe-inspiring, especially to a girl from American suburbia. The

doors were outlined with large stone blocks that met in an archway overhead. As tall as doors, the

windows were placed in perfect rows and skirted with wrought-iron railings forming balconettes.

A few locals jostled past us and brought my attention back to the problem at hand. We

couldn’t find our “flat.” Daddy had decided to take part in the afternoon siesta, but thanks to

jetlag, the kiddo was not at all inclined to sleep. I’d brought her out the back of our apartment

building to the cobblestone courtyard to explore the few pieces of play equipment and the flower

plots. There were also little shops like the gelatería and the tiny grocery mart where we’d found

that Spanish baby food. When we’d tired of the courtyard, I decided we could go for a stroll.

We’d ambled down one of the alleys that led out of the courtyard.

I had known it was a little risky wandering off in a foreign city without cell service, but I

hadn’t intended to go so far. I had mistakenly thought we would simply walk in a big square

outside the buildings that made up the inner courtyard. With a few left turns, we’d be back at the

front of our flat.

Except the buildings of this ancient city aren’t placed in the neat shape of a square. The

lanes we traversed had off-shoots in unexpected directions and even dead ends. I repeatedly had

to guess which way I should turn to keep traveling in the direction I felt I needed to go. It wasn’t

long before our little exploration had turned into an alarming adventure, for me anyway. Pooky

was content just to take it all in. We walked on, and I worked hard to keep my cool.

I was lost in Barcelona. I barely spoke any Spanish. Definitely not Catalán. I had no map

and no phone. I started looking around for friendly faces I could approach for directions, but the
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avenues were mostly deserted during the siesta. We were not in a touristy area, so there was no

guarantee the people I did stop would speak English. I started trying to come up with Spanish

words I could use. I didn’t know how to say “lost,” or “flat.” I could try “mi casa,” but that

wouldn’t help them. In my heightened state of alarm, I couldn’t remember the name of the street

our apartment was on.

Again, I stopped walking. Pooky took the opportunity to scramble down my leg. An

orange flower growing out of the cracks of the cobblestone had caught her attention. She

squatted and peered at it with the kind of intense scrutiny only a toddler can muster. She leaned

in closer and gave a big sniff. She tentatively reached out a finger and touched it. She grinned up

at me. I couldn’t help but smile back. If only I’d brought my camera. But I hadn’t brought

anything but the apartment key.

We walked to the end of the alley, where it spilled out onto a thoroughfare. Here

architects had plopped “newer” buildings in among the old stone ones. Their sides were faced

with stucco, each a different color of sunset. Shops occupied the ground floor, a jarring sign of

modernity in this Old-World city. Most were barred shut at this hour.

I stood at the intersection and looked for street signs in hopes a familiar name would jog

my memory. It took me a moment to remember the signs were not on metal posts in the

intersections. On our taxi ride from the airport, I’d discovered the street names were indicated by

plaques on the sides of buildings.

“Light!” Pooky pointed at the black three-headed cast-iron lantern looming behind me.

I turned to marvel at the size and beauty of this streetlight with its intricate curlicue detailing.

It matched the massive iron lanterns that jutted out from the stone buildings—a gothic nod to

the past.

I lingered at the corner, weighing my options. I could keep going or try to retrace my

steps and, hopefully, end up back in the courtyard. With all the twists and turns we’d made, I

knew I would likely become even more lost if I tried to go back that way. I needed to stay the

course. I felt certain I would see the front of our apartment building any minute now.

I took Pooky’s hand, and we continued along. I forced myself to stay calm and to

try seeing this neighborhood the way my daughter was—as a fascinating place just waiting to

be explored.
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I reminded myself that the shops and cafes would be opening soon, and I could ask for

help. Or here were a couple of friendly looking ladies coming out of the alley ahead with ice

cream. I could probably ask them for help…. but maybe I wouldn’t need to. Maybe their ice

cream was actually gelato.

I scooped Pooky up and turned into that alley, where it opened onto a sunlit courtyard

with a grocer and a gelato shop and the back door of our apartment building. We were home.

BIO: Tiffiny Spire grew up in a road-tripping family. Luckily, her husband did, too. Becoming

parents did not dampen the wanderlust. Tiffiny was an elementary teacher until she started the

adventure of parenting. When Tiffiny isn't galavanting around the globe or planning a trip, she's

writing about previous ones in hopes to encourage other parents to travel with their kids. She's

the Family Travel Editor for Bella Online and blogs about her family's adventures near and far.
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In defense of  air conditioning: a Bolognese adventure in sweat
Hannah Berman

I arrived in my temporary home, a Bolognese apartment on Viale Quirico Filopanti, in the final days of

August 2019. The place was nicer than I was used to, with well-loved furniture and a huge kitchen. I

cracked the window immediately, a drop of sweat already trickling its way down my back.

After a few minutes of unpacking, I sat down on the floor, thoroughly damp from the

force of my efforts. It was then that my eyes traveled to the wall, and I discovered my saving

grace: the control switch for a state-of-the-art air conditioning unit, recently installed right above

the door to the bedroom I would share with a roommate. Hallelujah. I turned it on and stood

Pipes. Irvine, CA

Roger Camp
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directly beneath it, allowing the icy air to waft over me and send my cursed sweat back to the

follicles whence it had come.

I spent a week in solitude in that apartment. Sure, I didn’t have pots or pans to cook with,

and I got locked out twice, but I could always eat out at restaurants, and the portiere grumpily

helped me get back in both times. For the most part, things were good. My life was an easy,

breezy 68 degrees Fahrenheit.

On my first Monday in Bologna, the Weather app told me it would be 80 degrees outside,

so I dressed accordingly and set to work gathering my things. As I was about to leave, a tiny

woman startled me by bursting into the room: my new roommate. Maria Teresa was a tiny Italian

from down South, a post-grad student with incredible curly hair, several inches shorter and

several years older than me. She introduced herself and began to unpack.

In hindsight, I should have noticed the clash between my sundress and her long jeans or

noted that her luggage didn’t contain a single summer clothing item. But instead of paying

attention, I rushed out of the apartment, late for class.

When I arrived back at the apartment that night, Maria Teresa was studying in the

boiling-hot kitchen. It was clear that the windows had been shut all day and that the sun had

stubbornly beaten its way through the glass, turning our lovely kitchen into a veritable sauna.

Why hadn’t she turned on the AC?

Now that we had more time to get to know each other, Maria Teresa showed me around,

explaining where she kept all her cooking supplies. As she chattered, I silently melted, nodding

once in a while to indicate that I wasn’t totally lost but otherwise keeping as still as possible. By

the time we were done going over the cleaning schedule, I needed to take a full shower.

That night Maria Teresa told me she would be up late. Grateful, I closed the door to the

bedroom and turned on the AC, exhausted by a day spent pretending to listen to a language I

didn’t understand. I waited until it was cold enough for me to bear the idea of putting my body

under the covers and fell asleep almost instantly.

Seemingly immediately, I awoke with a start, soaking wet. It was 2 am, my new roommate

was snoring, and the air conditioning was off. I realized with a sinking feeling that this was an

intentional choice. Nervous about offending the woman who had so nicely invited me to use her

crockery, I opened the window and spent the rest of the night drifting in and out of feverous slumber.
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From that night on, Maria Teresa and I feuded incessantly over the air conditioning. I

would come back to the bedroom earlier than her to do my work and turn it on. She would return

soon afterwards and turn it off. Eventually, she would go to the bathroom, and I would turn it

back on. When she returned, I would insist in my most broken Italian that I didn’t know how the

thing could possibly have turned itself back on—maybe the switch wasn’t working correctly?

Giulia and Veronica, who shared a bedroom off the other side of the kitchen, arrived the

next week. At first, I hoped that they might help me overpower Maria Teresa and insist that we

cool down our furnace of a home. But all those hopes were dashed when I grabbed my purse to

leave the apartment, dressed entirely appropriately for the high-70s weather, and Veronica asked,

“Non avrai freddo?” “Won’t you be cold?”

After a few weeks, October hit, and even though the temperature hadn’t dropped one bit,

every one of my roommates broke out their leather coats. Every Italian I saw on the street was

dressed in leather, too. They made use of coat checks at the clubs and seemed to have no

problem drinking boiling café under the boiling sun while covered from neck to toe. Was this a

fashion statement, or were all these Italians actually cold? Logically, it made sense that they all

believed that it was freezing out, but my body just couldn’t reconcile their behavior with its own

lived experience.

Who would have thought the biggest cultural difference I would run up against during

my time in Italy was that the inner temperature of my body didn’t match that of my peers? Was

there something innately wrong with me? Or had America simply conditioned me to be this way?

It’s embarrassing to admit, but I was so desperate for cold air that I pretended I didn’t

know the Italian verb spegnere, “to turn off,” for weeks. Maria Teresa would say, “Ti va se

spengo l’aria condizionata?” and I would just look at her blankly, hoping that my apparent

incomprehension would distract her from her goal of boiling me alive in my own juices. No such

luck. She’d turn it off, and minutes later, I’d sneakily turn it back on.

Eventually, Maria Teresa got fed up with my tricks. It was my fault: I made the fatal

mistake of leaving the air conditioning on while I went to take a shower. When I got back, she

was stabbing at the controls with a chopstick.

“Che stai facendo?” I asked, almost dropping my towel, panic forcing my voice up an

octave. “What are you doing?”
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She shrugged, barely able to keep the grin off her face, and explained that since the air

conditioner liked to turn itself on mysteriously, she had taken the matter into her own hands and

decided to break the switch. She turned back to admire her dastardly handiwork, the murderous

chopstick dangling from her hands. Speechless, I turned away. I had been beat, fair and square. I

would never be cold enough again.

One morning in November, my housemates decided to hold an intervention for me. The

day promised to be 65 degrees, and we were all sitting at the kitchen table, dressed very

differently. Giulia, brow knit, asked, “Non hai una giacca?” I shook my head; no, I didn’t have (or

need!) a jacket. This was the wrong answer.

She shrugged, barely able to keep the grin off her face, and explained that since the air

conditioner liked to turn itself on mysteriously, she had taken the matter into her own hands and

decided to break the switch. She turned back to admire her dastardly handiwork, the murderous

Sandbags. Irvine, CA
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chopstick dangling from her hands. Speechless, I turned away. I had been beat, fair and square. I

would never be cold enough again.

One morning in November, my housemates decided to hold an intervention for me. The

day promised to be 65 degrees, and we were all sitting at the kitchen table, dressed very

differently. Giulia, brow knit, asked, “Non hai una giacca?” I shook my head; no, I didn’t have (or

need!) a jacket. This was the wrong answer.

They all exchanged a look, and Veronica gestured to Giulia. She immediately set off on a

minutes-long rant: Actually, she said, I did need a winter coat. She had an old one that she had

lent to a friend last winter, but she could probably ask for it back; surely the friend would take

pity on her cold, coatless American roommate.

“No, no,” I tried to explain, “It’s not that I don’t have a jacket. It’s just that I’m really hot

all the time.”

Giulia was speechless. After a beat, Maria Teresa found the words to express what they all

felt. “Ogni volta che ti guardo, mi vengono i brividi.” “Every time I look at you, I get the chills.”

That moment brought something home for me: putting aside the ritualistic chopstick

slaughter, my roommates were sweet women who cared about me and wanted to save me from

my own idolatry. They didn’t mean any harm when they turned off the AC.

Yet their efforts towards conversion were for naught. Of course, I am technically aware that

my body can withstand great heat and that AC pollutes our beloved planet. However, after the time

I spent in Italy, I now accept air conditioning. I believe that it is a noble invention. Humans have

found a way to avoid sweating—and I’ll be damned if I’m not going to take advantage of it.

Maria Teresa may never understand why, in my heart of hearts, I love cold air. It doesn’t

matter, though, because I have successfully escaped Italy, that infernal land of broken AC and

leather layers. Now, a year later, I sit comfortably in my American kitchen, kept perpetually at an

ideal 68 degrees. I watch from the window as the 90-degree heat blisters the passersby, and I am

filled with a love that is absolutely divine.

BIO: Hannah Berman is a Brooklyn-based freelance writer studying English, Italian and

Education at Wesleyan University. She has written for Frommer’s Travel Guides and loves nothing

more than gastrotour.
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Guam

Jeanie DeCandia

“In the middle of Guam’s southern villages lies the rolling landscape of raw nature. Island life of

hiking and enjoying nature with an array of colors and textures to behold for all outdoor

enthusiasts.

— Jeanie DeCandia
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Guinea In The Time Of  Ebola

Kris Fricke

Top: Guinean huts: Beautiful huts are still in regular usage in the rural villages.

Bottom: Puddle Jumping: Aissatou and Kamara navigate puddles after a rainstorm.



Le Petit Bain
Christie Munson Muller

“Stéphane, how come there’s no shower curtain in your parents’ bathroom”? I asked while he

handed me a neatly folded bath towel.

“A what?” he asked while turning to leave the small but tidy salle de bain.

“You know, the plastic thing that hangs down and keeps water from coming out of the

bathtub,” I said, slightly annoyed.

“Oh, we don’t really use those here. Enjoy your shower,” he said and shut the bathroom

door behind him. So how am I supposed to wash my hair with that telephone handle thingy

while standing in the tub? This is going to be interesting.

After two long flights and several train rides from Paris to the South of France, I was in

desperate need of a shower. It was the second day of my trip for some quality time with

Stéphane, my bilingual French boyfriend. He and I had met months before when I was on a trip

to Paris with a girlfriend.

My copain had followed through on his promise and called me every day since I had

returned home to Phoenix, AZ. For four months, we managed a long-distance relationship. Then

he popped one of the pivotal questions of a new relationship: will you come to visit me and meet

my family? I said yes, of course.

Stéphane’s family lived in Toulon, a military port town in the French Riviera or Côte

d'Azur that sits between Marseille and St. Tropez. Stéphane’s brother, Lionel, had invited us to

stay at his Haussmann-style apartment, which was built sometime during the mid-to-late 1800s.

After my arrival, I’d come to learn the shower in Lionel’s bathroom was not safe to use.

After he had moved in, Lionel was told by his landlord there had been too many years of water

leaks that had weakened the floor underneath. When Stéphane explained the shower status to

me, I envisioned myself whistling away while washing my hair one minute, then falling through

the downstairs neighbor’s bathroom ceiling the next.

In the meantime, Lionel was using his parents’ shower, and we would need to do the

same. Stéphane showed me to his parents’ pristine and serene bathroom. I could see the tub in
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the reflection of the small mirror above the pedestal sink. To the immediate left of the sink, a

shelf stacked with pastel-colored towels beckoned.

I turned around to face the focal point of the room: a long, rectangular tub that almost

touched the back wall. Along with the shower curtain, I noticed the toilet was missing. In typical

Euro-style, the toilet or “WC” is most often located in another part of the apartment.

Now staring at the white porcelain tub, I determined a shower with no plastic barrier would be a

better experience than falling through the floor of an ancient bathroom. Or maybe not?

I strategized and set my oversized plastic bag of toiletries on the floor. Then I stepped

into the tub. Okay, just stay in the center and keep the water close to you. Oh crap, I forgot to

lock the bathroom door.

As I prayed for privacy, I picked up the silver poignée de douche (shower handle) with

one hand. I reached down with my other hand and turned the knob to start the flow of water. As

the poignée came alive in my hands with the buildup of water pressure, I envisioned the intense

spray of water drenching the lovely stack of towels.

In a split second, I grabbed the handle with both hands to control the flow of the

water but overcorrected. Water sprayed down my leg and splashed the side of the tub. A stream

of water trickled down to the floor. Oh shit! I feel like a frickin bird in a birdbath flicking

water everywhere!

I bent over and pulled the multi-colored, crocheted bath rug closer to the tub and sopped

up the water that started to pool on the white tile floor. At that point, I decided to shorten my

shower time and take the rest of my bathtub shower experience in a prayer position. The water

would be closer to the tub that way.

It took some adjusting of both metal knobs to find the perfect temperature. I held the

handle over my head. The warm water calmed my nerves and pooled around my knees. For a

moment, I lost myself in flashes of the previous night’s tryst. On this trip, Stéphane and I had

crossed the threshold into “official” status.

My travel-sized body wash and coconut milk shampoo and conditioner washed away the

grime from my travels, and I started to feel like myself again. Laughter coming from the kitchen
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jarred me out of my trance. I’d just finished washing my hair when the bathroom door flung

open, and I found Stéphane standing there.

“What are you doing in here right now? Shut the door!” I barked and then shifted to a

forced whisper I pushed through my teeth. “I’m naked!”

“I brought you another towel to dry your hair,” Stéphane said, wide-eyed. “Wasn’t sure if

there were any extras on the shelf in here.”

“Thank you. There’s a bunch of towels right over there, so I’m good.”

“Why are you on your knees…and why is there water all over the floor?” Stéphane

chuckled.

“Apparently, I’m getting water all over your parents’ bathroom. What do French people

have against shower curtains anyway?” I asked as I turned off the water. “Can you please hand

me a towel now?”

“We just don’t use the plastic curtain things. We know how to take a shower without

getting water everywhere. Use the extra towel to clean up the floor. It’s our little secret. I’ve

already seen you naked, remember?” He gave me a playful, side smile and shut the bathroom

door behind him.

BIO: Christie Munson Muller is working on a travel memoir about meeting her French

husband in Paris. Her essays have appeared in Dreamers, Creative Writing and elsewhere.

Photo: The Desert is not Ours, Gloria Lee
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Traveling Artist.

Jeanie DeCandia

“Far in the outback of  

Australia, a wonder of  rock 

mountains that seem to have 

exploded from bare calming 

sands. Not just a rock but 

mountains made of  boulders 

scattered about in an odd, 

mysterious sight.”

— Jeanie DeCandia
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Cut Out
Birgit Hedwig Wildt

Canary Wharf

06.00. You are on duty. You face me but don’t see me. I have the better angle from my flat. You

turn to your notebook at a standing desk. You gesticulate. You dance between the MacBook and

iPhone. You are tall, slim, chic. Are you my type? No! And who is looking for their type anyway?

Your shirt hangs loose. You seem restless. You doodle something on your screen, surely not a

message for me. Are you an analyst? A trader. Be careful with smear marks. The cleaning staff is

off; the laundry is closed. It seems you have calmed down. Me too.

Tower Hamlets

The gate closes automatically. I scoot. Up and down the parking lot. Left and right deserted cars

with leaf-covered wheels. When I’m early or late, I might be lucky. Not a soul. These are tranquil

moments. Three buildings frame the parking lot. Each building has sixty households. Each

household could use the parking lot for eight minutes, night and day. I am two minutes over time.

I did my math. Possibly, another minute until somebody turns up. Am I paranoid? Yes. But now, I

feel free. I scoot. Up and down the parking lot.

Lewisham

Every day I go shopping—online. I can see the shape and texture but don’t recognize the colors.

I’m color blind and use my credit or debit card. I like the excitement of delivery. Happiness in

small doses! Then, I send everything back. I only need food, but food delivery isn’t fun! Too

many problems: the fight with the packaging, the cleaning of surfaces, hands, and arms—that

comes later. I won’t win the battle. Or the beauty contest this year! The antiseptic spray is my best

friend. It treats all cuts.

Southwalk

In my dream, I visit the Tate. I stand in the middle of the Turbine Hall. Words spin around me in

a multiform of tones. The voice level increases, as does the movement. I loathe being
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approached. Any form of spectator involvement isn’t for me. Speech and touch haunt me. I

prefer silence. I prefer distance. I prefer order, the order of looking and only looking. Look and

stay away! But nobody seems to care. High-pitched voices slap me. Can’t you read my distress?

No. I start to panic but don’t speak up. I never do. I never hit the streets shouting out. I gaze at

the ceiling until the lights start to flicker.

Windsor

Yesterday, the queen said, the streets “are filled with love,” but nobody went out. We clap from 

our doorsteps and tweet to stay in touch. I bend over the windowsill to join your spirit of  

exercise. You row and lift weights, and I play Bach to cheer you up. “Enjoy life,” I say as I eat 

with Ottolenghi. “What about dinner with Heston?” I look at you, but you look at Titian, locked 

up in the National. I loved the Venice Simplon Orient Express and thank you for the link.

Wandsworth

The atmosphere is lively. Runners drop heavily onto benches: a figure, a garment, the smell of  

perspiring bodies—gross. You enjoy it. I don’t. April showers mean less traffic, but it is June, the 

sun is out, and so is everybody else. I thought the west might be quieter, but Battersea Park is in 

full swing, and we shouldn’t be here. We crossed boroughs. “There are also great parks in Tower 

Hamlets,” I say. “Victoria Park,” you say, leisurely ignoring the ping. We are tracked.

Lambeth

Hooray, I am out. I use hot spots of transmission like buses, tubes, and taxis. I go to coffee

shops and shopping malls. I visit galleries and restaurants, keep my distance, and track my

movements. I leave the block and take stock of my locations. I swap my privacy for data

exploitation. Be my guest. Credit cards and bank transactions, I pass my data on to you and tell

you what I did or do. And yes, I can easily be identified and shared. Help yourself.

Islington

King’s Cross. St Pancras. I take the first train to Brussels. Security goes smoothly. The permit has

been accepted. No queues: I am one of a few. I am a regular. I am a transfer traveler. I switch in
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Brussels, then Cologne. I have to be quick for the connecting trains. I find a seat in the middle of

an empty carriage, vacant and disinfected—no bistro on board. I won’t eat or drink. I sit quietly,

waiting for updates. No alerts yet. It’s calm today. I’m calm today. Bon voyage.

Paris, 7th arrondissement

We are cohabiting for months. I am getting used to you. We share the same time and the same

space. You try to catch me, and I try to be ahead of you. I understand the game. Like today. I

am following the competing surge to Le Bon Marche. You accompany me, but you are not

my accomplice. We are living in a tense relationship. I am always tense! Turning left, right, avoid

clinking glasses, just a small exchange of glances—little nods. The atmosphere is edgy, and so

am I. It’s time to go.

Hackney

Early Monday. I am scooting around the block and assemble ideas. I think of short stories. I’m a

story collector. Local stories. Sometimes, if permitted, I travel to Paris or Brussels. I am on the

waiting list. Then, I write about current affairs: stories wrapped in fiction and topped up with my

own experiences. I don’t write anything fancy. That’s not my style. I write short pieces, a few

sentences with a little kick or twist. Sudden fiction, I call it, that’s when something happens.

BIO: Birgit Hedwig Wildt is a London-based German author of  the short story “Who needs 

Bollywood.” Cutout is their local response to COVID-19. 
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Trinity Quartet

Schyler Sanks
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A Bath in the Forest
Dustin Grinnell

It was a warm Sunday morning in June when I arrived at Middlesex Fells Reservation, a state park

about fifteen minutes north of Boston. My chosen five-mile trail in the Fells was empty and damp

from the morning rain. I had decided to take a “forest bath” during my walk in the woods to dull

my nerves and lift my mood.

The practice of forest bathing originated in Japan, called shinrin-yoku, which translates as

“taking in the forest atmosphere.” My reading cited studies dating back to the 1980s, revealing

that trees and plants give off volatile substances or oils called phytoncides. These invisible

chemicals have been shown to lower blood pressure and heart rate, boost the immune system,

alleviate anxiety by reducing stress hormones, and even fight off depression. It sounded too good

to be true. Yet here I was, looking for forest remedies.

The “forest as medicine” concept wasn’t foreign to me. I often went to the woods when I

needed to refresh. Several years ago, when I had returned from a yearlong stay in southern

California, I stayed in my father’s house in New Hampshire for a few weeks before starting a new

job in Boston. Living so far from home in California and surviving off my dwindling savings had

produced free-floating anxiety. To adjust the volume on my nervous system, I put myself on a

regime of forest baths, hiking a small hill near my father’s house every day. At the top, I would

soak in the beautiful views of rolling mountains and sometimes meditate in silence.

Raised in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, I spent much of my childhood

outdoors. When my brother and I weren’t in school, my father would kick us out of the house to

explore. We would dart through the woods, build forts in trees, wade into streams, and wrangle

tadpoles in ponds. During summer camp, we paddled across lakes and hiked the majestic

mountains of the Presidential Range.

For the last 15 years, I’ve been a city-dweller, but I’ve started to feel semi-captive, a

condition the naturalist John Muir described as “tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized.” My father,

who lives in the sleepy town of Eaton with a population of about 400 people, felt similarly when

he graduated from high school in Sudbury, Massachusetts. The summer after he graduated, he

went north and settled in Mount Washington Valley to live in the mountains. “If I lived where



you lived, I’d be in jail,” he once confessed to me when we were deadlocked in Boston traffic. I

could relate to the frustration that the city seemed to bring out in my father and I often felt

rattled by urban life.

As I walked the footpaths in the Fells, I followed the advice of forest-bathing

practitioners. I was supposed to be mindful of my senses as I strolled through the woods. I

relished the absence of Boston’s clamor—car engines and horns, shrieking sirens, the dull roar of

tractor-trailer trucks gearing down. As I walked, I felt the earth beneath my sneakers. I inhaled the

scent of the white pines, felt the texture of the breeze, and listened to the symphony of birds and

insects around me. Ten minutes into the walk, I paused to look over a pond. The sun warmed

my face.

In the middle of Middlesex Fells, I left the dirt path, walked to the edge of a cliff, and

looked out over a tranquil lake. The wind blew the scent of hemlock trees into my face. I knew

that I would return to a small apartment in Boston in a few hours and a cramped office space the

next morning, but the woods would always be available to me when I needed to refresh. A dog

strolled up beside me, closed its eyes, and lifted its nose into the air. I, too, closed my eyes and

inhaled the forest.

BIO: Dustin Grinnell holds an MFA in creative writing from Pine Manor College, an MS in 

physiology from Penn State, and a BA in psychobiology from Wheaton College. His creative 

nonfiction has appeared in The Los Angeles Review of  Books, The Boston Globe, The Washington Post, 

New Scientist, Vice, Salon, Hektoen International, and Writer’s Digest, among others. His short fiction 

has been published in Intima: A Journal of  Narrative Medicine, Ars Medica, 45 Magazine, and Blood and 

Thunder: Musings on the Art of  Medicine. Dustin is also a staff  writer for a Boston-based hospital.

Photo: Aig Jawdarahb, Unsplash



Steamboat CO

Sarah Leamy
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Souvenirs
Bob Kunzinger

When I made plans to hike from Southern

France to the west coast of Spain—

roughly 500 miles, I bought hiking shoes

one size larger than normal because

walking hundreds of miles every few weeks

really does make the feet bigger. I also

made a note to stop at every well on the

way since water was essential. But when my

21-year-old son and I stood in St. Jean Pied

de Port, France, about to climb the Pyrenees

on our pilgrimage to Santiago, Spain, we

passed on carrying walking sticks. I didn’t

see a need for them, not out of pride—this

wasn’t a matter of wanting to look strong—

I simply didn’t want something else to carry.

Curiously, we were the only two

pilgrims in town without walking sticks.

They only cost about five euros for a good

solid piece of oak about five feet tall,

varnished, “Camino de Santiago,” the “Way

of St. James,” burned into it and a metal

casing at the tip to hit the ground, with a

tough cord through the handle to slip about

the wrist. Some people carried fold-away

steel ski poles and others wood ones. Some

pilgrims bought two and walked like cross

country skiers; most found one would

suffice, leaving the other hand free to point

at the Pyrenees or hold a water bottle.

I simply figured I’d been walking upright

without assistance for a long time,

uphill included.

It turns out the Pyrenees are

profoundly uphill. Those first three

unassisted days crossing the mountains

made for some interesting balancing acts. It

was too easy to move too fast with both

arms free and tire out or lean too far and

stretch out a muscle. Instead, we took many

breaks and watched where we were going to

not step on endless small rocks and

countless eight-inch black slugs, bountiful in

the Basque country. I also feared I’d come to

carry the cane like a crutch and expect it to

help me more than it should, especially once

we moved past the Pyrenees, where the

terrain settles down a bit. We were a rarity

on this journey: a father and son walking

together in relative peace for five weeks,

talking, laughing, and sharing meditative

moments in chapels and cafés.

We didn’t need the sticks; we would

lean on each other. Absolutely.

As soon as we arrived in Pamplona,

we bought two walking sticks.

We gave in when we realized that we

tired more quickly than our fellow pilgrims,
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and it felt awkward to let our arms dangle all

day. Michael found one about five feet tall,

stained dark, and rugged looking. Mine was

a bit taller and tan. Both had thick cords

through the handle for our wrists. It took

some getting used to, but somewhere on the

way to Logrono, Spain, we found the

rhythm, and our walking sticks became an

extension of our anatomy. I learned just the

right timing to pick it up and how far in

front of me to place it back down. I figured

out when to not let the tip hit the ground,

when to carry it on my shoulders, and when

to lean heavily to relieve pressure on the

knees or toes. I needed it more downhill than

up, on dry riverbeds more than the pavement,

and not at all in larger towns and cities.

The cane worked its way into our

character. We would leave them on our

bunks in the late afternoon after checking

into a place to stay and then went out to eat

or drink. It marked our space, and a glance

indicated whose bunk was whose, faster

than looking at the backpacks. Two

mahogany walking canes told us the two

men from Frankfort, Germany, were also

staying; the silver ski poles with a Belgium

flag sticker belonged to Sylvie. And others

knew ours leaning against a wall, in a corner,

or as they lay on the ground against the wall

at night. At some point, my walking stick

was as much a part of the pilgrimage as my

water bottles, my backpack, and my journals.

Since he was old enough to walk,

Michael and I have explored woods and

walkways together. He always grabs a

hand-crafted walking stick from the pile of

fallen branches at home, and off we go. A

few weeks later, with a few hundred more

miles behind us, it occurred to me I’d be

using that stick the rest of my life. And

someday, when I am in my 80s, no one will

need to convince me I’d be safer with a

cane; by then, this piece of wood with

“Camino de Santiago” burned into the side

will simply be understood. For my family, it

will be part of who I had become, the one

who walks, who when, he was so much

younger, crossed Spain with his son, and the

only items they brought back were their

walking sticks. I’ll proudly walk my way to

the river near my home with this sole souvenir.

With about 500 miles before us

when we started, we knew we couldn’t carry

much. I ditched some clothes and

equipment to lighten the load. In our other

travels, we had been accustomed to

acquiring souvenirs. But this was different;

this was a pilgrimage walked by saints and
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queens. This trip wasn’t a vacation; it was to

be a new way of life. So as we walked,

Michael took pictures, and I wrote in my

journal, and we decided those would be our

mementos. We both knew no token could

possibly represent the experience of sharing

these five weeks, 24 hours a day, together.

Plus, as it turned out, these walking sticks

allowed us, quite ironically, the double

pleasure of having an easier time of it on

the pilgrimage as well as a very practical

souvenir of our time together that summer.

It was difficult not to think of my

father when we first bought them. He sees

no reason for a cane. And here were his son

and grandson in need of a few canes for five

weeks. Still, that kind of time together,

talking, walking, mostly remaining quiet, and

pointing out the beauty around us is simply

not often shared between a parent and child.

In fact, on our entire Camino we only met a

few similar relationships—a father and son

from Holland and a mother and daughter

from Sweden. The innkeepers and café

owners would comment on how lucky we

were to travel together. We knew this,

though, and as time went on, we both

wanted the trip to continue. Together we

met people from around the world, drank in

cafés as varied as Hemingway’s favorite pub

and a garage some woman turned into a bar.

We lit candles in churches built before

Charlemange and chapels where St. Francis

of Assisi sought refuge. We shared every

moment of every day surrounded by the

finest scenery in Europe. Five weeks later,

we walked together into the sacred city of

Santiago de Compostella, aided by our

walking sticks, which had guided us across

the country.

In Santiago one afternoon, we

toured a museum that displayed relics of

those who walked the Camino. One cane

was featured—that of St. Francis of Assisi,

who walked the same pilgrimage precisely

800 years earlier. Encased under two glass

boxes was a short peasant’s staff used by

Francis when he journeyed from Assisi to

Santiago and back. He’d been 33 and had

traveled well over 1000 miles with this

walking stick of his, still intact and on

display nearly a millennium later. I was in

awe. The significance of our canes became

clearer. They would do more than simply

link us to the Camino long after we were

home; they linked us to every pilgrim who

had ever followed The Way.

At the end of the journey one night

in Fisterra, the ancient “end of the world”

where maps marked the ocean as “Here
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Perspectives

Jennifer Companik

“Castle Sant’Angelo was built by the Emperor Hadrian in the 130’s A.D. It has been a

mausoleum, a prison, a fortress, and a museum. A few centuries back a tunnel was built between

Vatican City and the Castel, so that the Pope could shelter there if he were in danger. As I looked

out from that ancient rampart, a sense of history heightened the drama of the view.”

— Jennifer Companik
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there be dragons,” I stared at our sticks as

we sipped local red wine and watched the

small fishing boats in the harbor. We had

done it; we completed the Camino, and now

we sat and gazed at the Atlantic. “I’m glad

we did this together,” I told him.

It gave me complete peace of mind to

know that someday, hopefully, my walking

stick will be Michael’s a long time from now.

I wondered if long after his grandfather and

I are both gone, when he is an older man

himself, will he sit in a chair and stare with

aging eyes at our two walking sticks leaning

against a wall, both probably long worn away

at the tips. Will Michael someday pick one

up in his fragile, elderly hands and

remember his youth, coming of age on the

Camino, walking more than 20 miles a day

with his father? I wondered if he would tell

stories to his grandchildren about the great

pilgrimage and recall the time we wandered

into Pamplona together and picked out

those very walking sticks. They will collect

dust, I thought, much like memories collect

dust and cover up some of the details,

making them hard to recall. But they will

stand as proof. Perhaps there will be small

indentations near the handle where over

time, my fingers rubbed away at the varnish.

There was a time, though, when my son

might say, “My father held this stick, and I held

that one, and together we climbed mountains.”

Then perhaps some unthinkable time

from now, he will leave them to his

son or grandson. Those descendants won’t

have memories from these two simple

wooden staffs, but they might have stories

of a father and grandfather who more than

half a century earlier followed in the

footsteps of saints.

At the end of our trip, we boarded a

train for Pamplona and spent a few days

celebrating. We went to the airport to fly

home—we would visit my father and tell

him about our journey: three generations

sitting together sharing stories and memories.

Then we got to security.

Then we handed the security guard

our backpacks and belongings, including

the canes.

“You can’t bring the walking sticks

with you,” the guard told us quite

matter-of-factly.

“Why?”

“Because they are considered dangerous.”

“Yes, I understand. That is why I’m

shipping them in cargo.”

“They can’t go through cargo.”

“Why?” My chest hurt.
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“They are too large and considered

dangerous, and also they are not in boxes.”

“No one sells boxes to hold them,

and they’re not so big. Skiers ship skis and

poles longer than these walking sticks!”

“Skiers have them in specially made

carriers, and besides, you are not skiers, and

these are not poles.”

“Yes, they are! They are a sort of

religious object very similar to the holy relic

cane of St. Francis of Assisi!” My anxiety

showed as my voice got louder.

“But still, they are not wrapped

correctly to be shipped through our

mechanical equipment without a box, and

they will damage something.”

“Would you say the same thing to an

old man with a cane? Would you tell him he

couldn’t bring his cane on the plane because

it wasn’t wrapped correctly?” Time had

passed, and the security guard was losing

patience, and a line had formed behind us

with people carrying backpacks and boxes

but no walking sticks.

“No, the old man with the cane

wouldn’t be allowed to bring the walking

stick on board with him. He would have a

wheelchair, and we would return the cane at

the end of the trip.”

“Yes! Then do that!”

“You’re not an old man, and this

isn’t a cane!”

My heart sank. Michael’s heart sank.

The argument continued, but I had lost.

I asked Michael to carry the canes to a

corner and lean them against the wall for

someone else to take; perhaps some father

and son pilgrims would find them. Michael

said that if we had known this would

happen, we could have left them at a place

for others; now, they would probably be

thrown in the trash.

We were quiet for a long time. It was

as if they’d cut off my arm. Finally, I said,

“Well, we promised each other last month

up in France that we weren’t going to have

any souvenirs, so this just holds us to our

original commitment.” Michael sighed and

agreed, but we were feeding each other’s

disappointment by going on about it. So he

brought them over to the wall and left them,

and I am sure he felt as guilty as if he had

abandoned two family pets. He got back in

line, but before we made it through security,

I looked at the sticks and got out of line. I

went over and took the thick cords from the

handles and gave Michel his. Once through

security, we tied our journals with the cords;

I somehow felt like it was supposed to be

like this. We left it all in Spain.
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There might come a time when I will forget

the particulars and even later when Michael

will not recall the details. But for now, when

I go for walks, I don’t use a walking stick at

all. I doubt I ever will. I’m a lot like my

father that way. Family members tell me I

shouldn’t walk out there by myself, but I’m

fine. I think of Spain, and my legs feel

stronger, my back straighter. I walk alone

and unassisted along the river and remember

when we sat in St Jean Pied du Port, France,

restless and anxious and ready to begin.

BIO: Bob Kunzinger’s work has appeared

before in Wanderlust, The Washington Post, and

more. He is the author of nine collections

of travel essays.

Ngoni

Kevin Cheeseman
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The Streets of  Cuba

David W. Berner



Subway station

Yaara Rozner Laizé



Encounter: The Rays of  St. Joseph Bay
Anne-Marie Oomen

1. I can’t leave the country. I live so far north I need a passport to go further. So I drive south,

masking the whole way, to a part of my own country where I have never been, the

Forgotten Coast of Florida. I rent a one-room house to stay safe. On the Florida

panhandle, I also rent a paddleboard, a short Yolo Yak sans any finesse, slow but sturdy in

the Gulf chop. I carry the fiberglass monstrosity into St. Joseph Bay and plop it down in

the swash. I am a skilled boarder but usually only paddle freshwaters: the Great Lakes,

northern Lake Michigan or, if it calms, Lake Superior. I have two solid-state boards, eleven

and twelve feet.

On them, I feel confident, but here, in unfamiliar St. Joseph Bay waters, I’m

cautious. I’ve heard about the currents, unpredictable winds, so a short bulky board will be

more solid. Of course, these waters are salt laden, the contradictions of residue. The

Apalachicola River sediment is also infected by spills that leave shadowy water and tarry

clumps. In Michigan, an invasive species leaves our water too clear and thus unable to

mitigate algal blooms. Even with these declines, there are days when, from my board,

underwater stories thrust up through the bottom-sand in the forms of wrecks wrapped in

zebra mussels, hulls still marked with corroded iron or centuries-old piers where the tall

ships once landed. But this southern bay, this new cape that hooks its little finger north and

south of the knuckle of Florida’s panhandle, this riparian flyover, this feels like even older

water, more ancient and more tainted with mystery. I have come to warm myself from

winter and seek out new waters in my own land, which is not mine. When in doubt, go to

the waters. That’s the home; that’s where I find the broken answers that serve as a guide to

my restless nature. But these are not typical, not the tourist waters of the southern part of

the state. This is a forgotten coast—less developed old Florida. What did I want, entering

this bay? Connection with new water? Or old water, mother water? I wish I knew these

waters better. Always, I wish I knew myself better.
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2. At first, I paddle only the shallows, getting a sense of this board and this bay. The water is

clear enough here that the seabed topography spreads wide below me. A conch over a foot

long, dark foot trailing in the sand, making a soft underwater river among tiny snails and

starfish. Without thinking, I lie prone on the board and reach into the water, thrusting my

hand through the surface. But the conch is further away, so my hand reaches toward the

wrong place, my fingertips off-kilter, the reflection and vision at different angles. How do

those terns, osprey, eagles do it, diving for fish? And what did I think I was going to do?

Take it home and eat it? I merely wanted to stroke the shell, to feel the cold ripples, to turn

it over once and look at the silky mother of pearl cradling its body. I wanted to touch, to

use the sensory apparatus of my own body to connect to the creature. What would it think

of me? The conch moves on, undisturbed.

3. I pull up to my knees and use the paddle as rudder to drift out where the wind flips

direction. This way, my body sails, and I can tack along that underwater ridge where the

shallow seabed contours to darker water, Yak floating over the just visible seagrass. At the

surface, chop rising a little; below, it’s a tea-colored evening, but I can still see far enough

into it. I work the paddle, tacking against, then with, the wind.

This is one of the joys of paddle boarding, seeing down into the waters all around

you, different from a kayak or canoe, because on the board, your entire body is involved,

head to toe. A paddler’s eyes are high and can look directly down into, almost vertically, but

at the same time, you must attend an invisible point about six feet out from the front of the

board—that’s a balance point. When you are good at it, you shift from that point to the

depths under you and then to the horizon, always touching back to your feet and your

paddle. It’s easy for some but demands attention to get that full-on balance. I remember

falling so often my body sang only the tight song of tension, of muscles learning to feel a

vibration through the fiberglass, sensing currents with my feet, my legs, and torso

discovering uprightness until I knew its melody by heart. Now I feel it as a kind of second

nature. I’m on my feet, feeling the wind, just starting to sing, the only time I sing, the water

listening to my quatrained questions, my thought enlarging to the size of the great

sturgeons. Or that’s what I’d like to think. Is that when it happens, when I feel the

acuteness of presence?
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4. Let me say it as they first appear. Broad, half-visible spots that are darker than the Gulf

water. Five. They move as one. Flat-topped, napkin-shaped, long-tailed. I dip and pull

against the current but can’t close on them—light shifts. Light shifts again, the sun breaking

clouds, clarifying. At last, I understand who they are. Five rays, cow-nosed (I know only

from pictures), dorsal surfaces mottled with patterns, dark sweeps gracing the dusk-graced

water, hunting perhaps, their barbs trailing. They live in the beneath. The place where the

unanswered is alive, the places we “fly” over. Their darkness would not be unexpected to

any locals, and they would laugh at my delight, but this is pure gift for me. They are flowing

away, and I paddle hard, trying to keep up with them. They are there, I am following,

almost caught up, then they pull away, effortlessly, almost disappeared, dark shapes into that

dark immensity. I feel bereft, but suddenly, as one, they arc back, break water around me, all

five in unison, a choir of steel-flying, long-tailed kites. They came back? They splash down.

Then, while my mind is still shocked, they slip deeper. Seconds only. It is done—the

encounter over. But then, a small miracle: one ray swings back to the side of the board, it

floats just under the surface, staying with me, tips itself diagonally, revealing as it does, part

of its underside, a grey dawn-tipped wing, as if the kite, flying, leans sideways in the wind.

Is it looking at me? I see, for a flash, what it might see. I am studying myself from inside

the bay waters. I am studying me from another universe, looking up, my oversized board

becoming a flat, fish-shaped shadow blocking the ripple of their sky’s surface. I am odd,

elongated and large, with only one lone fin—a strange, incomplete, perhaps dying, and thus

likely ineffectual, predator. I hold, paddle stilled in water, breath stilled, watching it watch.

It gives me the moment to study it back, and then, dismissive as an emperor, swoops away.

5. I follow its direction, searching the depths, longing for it to return, but the shoal is empty.

Though it is not cold, I ache suddenly, as if my body had stood too long on ice, not in these

warmer currents. I am a long way out from the safety of shore, from the other routes I

know, and I can’t stop the wind. I am mystery off course. I dip deep and pull the paddle,

and even as I regain control, swing a slow arc back toward the dry sand, I can’t help but

wonder. What was her assessment? Was I to her what the conch was to me, a thing she

wondered how to touch?
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6. What would the ray have reported to the others—in whatever way they do? As I struggle to

swing the board into the shallows, it is coming to me: I was to them as a bird is to me. I was

flying shadow over fluid currents, over water that is not mystery, but their version of a glass

ceiling—which they break but not easily. And they to me? They were revealed inhabitants,

these beautiful observers, holy. They gave me, for a moment, new lakes of being, a gulf of

thought. They seemed, for the brief dip of the paddle and without any evidence at all, to

want to know me.

BIO: Anne-Marie Oomen co-wrote Lake Michigan Mermaid, (Michigan Notable Book), Love, Sex

and 4-H (Next Generation Indie Award, Memoir), and Uncoded Woman (poetry) among others.

Photos: Fernandno Jorge, Unsplash, and Rafaëlla Waasdorp, Unsplash

Next page: From The Road to a Younger Planet by Richard LeBlond. “This used to belong to 

the road, but is now undergoing reclamation by the original owner.”
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Desert Light

Samantha Schoech

The plane is delayed. We sit on the tarmac, freezing, and I wonder briefly, before losing myself in

my latest true-crime podcast, whether this is not some sort of omen. If everything had gone

according to plan, we’d be in warm, bright Sedona, Arizona, by now. Instead, we are on the

tarmac in San Francisco, and my mother is telling me again how she has never forgiven Hilary

Clinton for what she allowed to happen in Honduras. Also, a hysterical baby is shrieking across

the aisle. Because of course, there is.

I’m taking my mom to see the Grand Canyon for her 75th birthday. She’s never been,

and this trip is her consolation prize for me canceling the one we’d planned to India. I had

initially agreed excitedly to accompany my mom on her bucket-list trip to the subcontinent. But

soon after making a deposit, visions of crowded markets, ancient temples, and explosive color

were replaced with visions of inescapable heat, crippling jet lag, and explosive diarrhea. I also

remembered with sudden clarity that my mom and I don’t get along so well. So, we’re going to

Arizona instead.

We arrive in Phoenix at rush hour and make our way north in the gelatinous traffic. My

mother rides in the back seat, crouched below the front seats in an awkward L-shape because she

is phobic of driving, and roads, and other cars. Every time I tap the brake, which is a lot, she

gasps as if I have just hurdled us both off a cliff.

The traffic thins, and we start to climb. The saguaros give way to pine trees, and she chats

from the footwell in the back about all the traveling she used to do in southern Arizona in the ’70s.

“That was back when Stan was dealing coke with Michael,” she says. This is news to me

but not particularly shocking. My parents and stepdad could check off many 1970s

counter-culture boxes: hippies, drugs, communes, moccasins. “Well, not dealing, dealing, but

delivering coke from California to Arizona for other dealers.”

She shifts her weight and grunts. “Too bad we’re going to miss all the good light.”

I want my mother, a painter, to see this part of the world and be knocked out by its

beauty. I believe that the light of the red rock desert is one of the best things you can ever lay
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eyes on. But she’s right. We’ve missed an entire day. We finally arrive in Sedona after sunset.

We’ve been traveling for ten hours just to get here, and now that we’re here, we eat dinner in the

hotel restaurant and go to bed early. The blue light from the pool glows behind the blackout

shades all night.

When we wake up, the sky is gray and flat. “Oh, those red rocks are so beautiful. They

must be really nice when the sun is out,” my mom says as we head to our tiny, rented Ford Fiesta

and out into the day. I know I am not responsible for the less-than-optimal light, but she’s

managing to make me feel guilty about it. I might be just a smidge over-sensitive when it comes

to my mom. She once managed to make me feel guilty about having a lot of friends.

After breakfast burritos, we decide to hike to Cathedral Rock. But first, we must fuss and

dither. In addition to being phobic about cars, my mother has a deep aversion to carrying stuff.

She calls it lugging, and it is why she won’t read hardback books or fill her water bottle to the top;

she can’t bear to lug them. She hems and haws for a long time about whether to lug her tiny

traveler’s watercolor set on the hike. I’d estimate its weight at about six ounces. When we get to

the trailhead parking lot, she leaves her wallet in the car, tucked under the seat. The change inside

is more than she can bear. In the end, my mom brings the watercolors and her hiking poles in her

flaccid, empty backpack. I bring everything else: hats, sunscreen, water, the camera, extra layers, and snacks.

It’s very slow going. My mom is a spry 75 who does yoga and likes to take walks, but she

also has arthritis in her knee and ADD. This means that the logomaniacal trail narration about

her knee and the various medications doctors prescribed her for it is often interrupted by

requests that I take photos of the beautiful vistas so she can paint them later. We are clocking in

at around a mile an hour. Irritation flares in me, as it often does, and I have to keep reminding

myself that this trip is for her. We go at her pace, have the conversations she wants to have, stop

every 20 feet to photograph the vistas she wants to photograph.

A few times during our four-mile hike, she notices my impatience and accuses me of

being mad at her because she is old. But I’m not mad at her for being old. I am mad at her

because she includes me in her running monologue is to ask pointed rhetorical questions. “Are

you in some sort of big hurry? Is this all about getting a workout in for you?” At one point, she

accuses me of being an exercise junkie, which even she knows is laughable. My main athletic

pursuit is tossing and turning with insomnia.
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Sedona

Clement Obropta

By the end of our hike, my mother is very proud of her four miles, and I am so tense I

have my first ever hemorrhoid situation. Not even pregnant with twins did I suffer this affliction.

That night I am in terrible butt pain all through our hot stone massages and steak dinner.

On our second and final morning in Sedona, we are eating platters of huevos rancheros

and eggs with chorizo when the story of the pipe bombs sent to prominent Democrats and news

organizations breaks silently on the TVs above the counter. It’s two weeks before a historic

midterm election, and the world is falling apart. My mom rants against Fox News and I am

overcome with a flood of love that lasts until she starts warning me not to rush her on this

morning’s walk. “I have arthritis in my knee,” she tells me as if maybe I’ve been ignoring her for

the past ten years.

I know I am not coming off well. Here is the problem with writing about this trip and
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trying to write about my mother at all: I always fail. I lose the nuance in favor of humor, or I end

up sounding like a brat. My love for my mother is fiercely protective, the

I-can-criticize-but-you-better-not variety. Still, is also a form of forced filial allegiance, filled with

guilt, irritation, and resentment. In my high school Critical Thinking class, I tried to express my

relationship with my mother using body language (God, I loved that class). I used another girl in

the class as a stand-in for my mom and had us embrace while simultaneously pushing one

another away—a sort of schizophrenic wrestling match. It’s still as good a description as any for

our fraught single-mother-only-child dynamic. Sometimes the pulling together prevails,

sometimes the pushing apart does. On this trip, I am trying very hard to pull us together. But,

except for those wonderful moments when I make her laugh, I am mostly failing. Our irritation

with each other is like something alive under our skin, ready to break through at every moment.

We’ve decided to visit the vortex at Bell Rock before heading north to the Grand Canyon

to see if we can feel the balancing energy it supposedly radiates. I hope it will cure some of the

thrumming anxiety I’m feeling. Maybe it will also cure whatever it is between my mother and

me—that sad friction I have been trying to figure out since I was 12.

At Bell Rock, I am again awed by the beauty, light, and space of this desert and decide

that maybe this is what the new agers are talking about. The balancing energy is really just that

beautiful change in perspective you get when you feel your smallness against the eternal. Perhaps

some of Sedona’s famed spirituality is rubbing off on me; I feel truly at peace. My mother huffs

up behind me and rolls her eyes. She doesn’t feel anything.

We arrive at the rim of Grand Canyon around sunset that day, and my mom goes

gratifyingly nuts over the light. As we walk along the rim with the hundreds of French tourists,

we share an easy companionship. There is nothing to argue about here. It is perfection, and my

mother acts as if I have planned the golden light just for her. I momentarily forget about her

backseat cringing, her critical questions, and the many Google Map navigation arguments we had

on the way here. All I want is for my mom to be pleased. And she is. It’s my first real triumph of

the trip.

We stay outside the park at a Holiday Inn Express in Tusayan, which is about as fancy as

my mother gets. When she hears it’s my mom’s birthday, the breakfast room attendant, perhaps

the friendliest, most energetic woman I’ve ever encountered, sticks a birthday candle in a little nut
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muffin, and my mom is thrilled. I take a picture of the two of them, wishing I could be that nice

to my mom. I have planned and paid for this trip, including the hot stone massages, the Sedona

resort with three pools, and the birthday dinner at the El Tovar dining room. And yet, none of it

feels as generous as that birthday muffin. None of it fills my mother with such easy joy.

Because of the aforementioned arthritis, we don’t hike into the canyon, but we spend a

lot of time walking the rim. We go on a historical walk with a ranger, we look at the art exhibit at

the Lookout Studio, and we visit every single gift shop, some of them twice. It’s fun—we both

like this stuff. There is a small part of me itching to get down inside the canyon, but if I’m

honest, I am just as happy poking around in gift shops and taking in the views. I don’t like to

admit it, but I am an essentially lazy person, a quality I resent in my mom.

I’ve given my mom a valium for the long drive from Grand Canyon back to Phoenix so

she can ride in the front seat without gasping, and until we need Google Maps again in Flagstaff,

it’s a peaceful and beautiful trip through the high desert scrub.

I understand much earlier than my mom that we are going to miss our flight home. It’s

simple math. But my mom still wants to stop for lunch in Flagstaff. All week I have been the

timekeeper, and my mother has accused me of rushing, so I say nothing. We are both on edge.

The blow-up happens somewhere in the outskirts of Flagstaff, among the newer housing

developments. My mom won’t let me look at the phone to see the directions because I am

driving, but she also does not know how to operate the phone or decipher the directions, so she

makes the world’s worst navigator. I make wrong turns. She screeches at me. I go silent and tense,

seething as I do so much of the time around her.

“You don’t have to be so angry all the time,” she says from her Valium-enhanced calm.

I clap my hands together once as if I am trying to snap something awake. “Why can’t you

ever take responsibility for our terrible relationship?” I yell. Although I think I say, “fucking responsibility.”

“I just don’t understand why you get so mad,” she says again in her Benzo-laced voice.

“Because of you!” I shout. “Because you are so difficult. And I am not the only one who

thinks so.” This is the truth, but I feel mean saying it. My mother has been hurt in recent years by

the continued retreat of her oldest friends. And yet, I can’t help it. I am furious. Because of her

obtuseness, her lack of self-awareness, and because I hear myself sounding like a moody teenager

and I am 48 years old.
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We are silent and distant through our lunch at the adorable Flagstaff café that was so

difficult for us to find. We are mostly silent and distant for the rest of the drive to Phoenix. It is

not until we are on the shuttle from the rental car return to the airport that my mother says, “We

are going to miss this fucking plane.” In her flare of anger, I see that she is as anxious to be done

with this trip as I am.

We get to the airport and change our tickets for the next flight out. We have a three-hour wait. I

call Pete, and my mother walks up behind me to listen until I ask her if I can have some privacy.

On the phone, I cry a little. I really did want my mom to love this trip, and here we are, barely

talking. I can see my mom on a bench talking to my stepdad, he of the long-ago coke dealing. I

imagine her saying all sorts of mean things about me.

By the time we sit down for dinner at Chelsea’s Kitchen in the Sky Harbor airport an

Red Rock

Clement Obropta
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hour later, we’re pretty much back to normal. This is what we do, what we’ve been doing since I

was 12 years old. We fight, and then we settle down and go on as if none of it ever happened.

We don’t hash it out. We don’t apologize. We just move on and forget about it until the next

flare-up. It’s our unspoken peace agreement in which nothing ever changes, and nothing ever gets

solved. Our relationship is a wobble board of hurt, resentment, anger, and love. Perhaps I am

lucky that this is the most painful thing in my life. It could be so much worse.

Back at SFO, we are picked up by our respective husbands. We hug goodbye, my mother

thanks me for the wonderful trip, and I am quietly suspicious. Is she voluntarily forgetting how

difficult and fraught so much of it was? Is she just being polite? Or did she actually have a

completely different experience than I did? Was it really wonderful for her?

A week after we return, I am sitting at dinner with my family. My twins are 12 and have

just spent the night at their grandmother’s.

My daughter says, “Grandma said she loved the trip.” I burst into tears. My children rush

to comfort me.

“She really did love it,” my son says, patting my back. They already know it wasn’t the

easiest four days.

I sniffle and get a hold of myself. I don’t know where those tears came from, but I

suspect the answer lies somewhere in that vast desert between us. Interspersed with all the

wormy guilt, and recrimination, and irritation, I remind myself that there is also fun and laughter

and love. And maybe that’s all I can hope for and all anyone can hope for. Or maybe we can do

better, which is my real wish, mainly because the India trip is back on.

BIO: Samantha Schoech’s fiction and essays have appeared in many places, including The Sun,

Seventeen, The Gettysburg Review, Glimmer Train, Travel & Leisure, the New York Times, Ozy and in

Sunset, where she was a senior editor. She is the co-editor of a couple of humor anthologies, one

of them—The Bigger the Better, The Tighter the Sweater—became a San Francisco Chronicle bestseller.

Next page: Clement Obropta, Sedona Timberline
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Pronghorn

Sandra Hosking

“Pronghorns are plenty on the plains. 

Lewis and Clark remarked on their 

‘fleetness’ in their journals.”

— Sandra Hosking
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Horseback, Hollywood Trail

Clement Obropta



Bury Me Under The Yeti Village
Clement Obropta

Every day in Los Angeles is, like, grilled-tarmac hot, but on an especially hot day, I took a Lyft to

the La Brea Tar Pits and Museum. Just for an interesting spot to wander a few hours while I

talked on the phone to my friend. It was the middle of October in 2018, and I paced the dig sites

and museum exhibits, chatting Nosferatu and Suspiria over the phone. My schedule was such that I

rarely had time for sightseeing, so La Brea was a treat. In L.A., I studied for my penultimate

semester of undergrad, working toward a bachelor’s degree in cinema and photography. I went to

L.A. because everybody in the film program goes to L.A. for a semester. They tell you you can

study abroad anywhere you’d like, but if you’re in film, the truth is you’re going to wind up

working in New York City, Chicago, or Los Angeles, so I decided to see the West Coast.

Pools of black, bubbling tar spot Hancock Park, but the main attraction is the big one. In

it, a replica mammoth is half-consumed by petroleum goo. Crying out to its friends on the shore.

Caught in its death throes. Trunk stretched upward as though desperately screaming for help.

One of the mammoths on the shore is a child, reaching its trunk out at the doomed mastodon.

The mammoth’s kid, maybe. It’s hard to sum up a city, any city, in one image, but to me, it makes

perfect sense that one of L.A.’s main tourist attractions depicts a creature’s slow, agonizing death

and the ancient, bubbling tar it’s sinking into.

This is not a happy piece about Los Angeles. This is about the city where I spent the five

worst months of my life, where every day I sunk a little deeper into depression and alcoholism,

where every night I was scared to fucking death that someone was gonna come out of the dark

and stab me, or shoot me, or throw me in the back of a car and drive away. I don’t like to waste

words talking about my writing process or “how a piece took shape” because I know it’s usually

self-aggrandizing bullshit, and I know you don’t want to read that. But it’s been nearly two years

since I left Los Angeles, and I have never written about it once. I couldn’t bring myself to parse

through those five months and try to figure out what they meant, try to hold them down, and

exorcise some sort of meaning or moral out of them. I didn’t know which experiences to write

about, or how many details to leave out, or even how to reconcile my time with the sunny “California

Dreaming” paradise so many people associate with L.A. Because to me, that city doesn’t exist.
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It’s summer all the time there, which gets old fast. It takes you two hours to drive across

town. Everything is twice as expensive as it should be. The air hangs thick with pollution. City

officials ignore the rampant homelessness crisis, which also conveniently gets left out of L.A’s

most glamorous depictions.

One Thursday night, I took a Lyft across town to see Perfect Blue, a Satoshi Kon anime about a

Japanese pop star who leaves music for a career as an actress. A male mega-fan stalker of hers,

with dead grey eyes, pallid skin, and greasy, black hair falling over his face, follows her around

Tokyo and tries to kill her. There are several rape scenes. The film synthesized all of my fears

about the people I met in L.A. and the city’s culture, a Venn diagram of entertainment, wealth,

and mania. My entire Lyft ride home, I didn’t speak a word; I was so shaken by the film. My fists

were clenched tight. My arms were locked. I don’t remember blinking a whole lot. In retrospect, I

probably shouldn’t have listened to My Favorite Murder so much while I lived in L.A. From the

Hillside Strangler to the Black Dahlia, it seemed every other murder the show covered took place

in the city. Hosts Karen and Georgia kept repeating like a mantra how L.A. draws some truly

fucked-up people into its orbit.

There’s a pie shop on Hollywood Boulevard called The Pie Hole. The place is flanked by a

vitamin store and an upscale sushi bar. Across the street, an empty lot was, in the fall and winter

of 2018, filled with a popup “Yeti village” to promote Warner Brothers’ Smallfoot.

I picked up my rent-a-car on my first day in L.A. and went straight to The Pie Hole. I

wanted my first California meal to be something right out of Twin Peaks, a coffee, and a big slice

of cherry pie while I checked my emails, hoping for a response to my many, many internship

applications. Plus, the restaurant reminded me of the pie shop in Pushing Daisies, a cozy

confectionary café also called The Pie Hole. Classic and specialty pies, quiches, cobblers, and

cakes lined the display case, and a big tanker of coffee sat behind the counter. A slice of pie was

$8. The bathrooms were padlocked and required a code to open. Across the street, the Yeti village

towered over my rented vehicle.
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I wish all five months were like that Pie Hole afternoon or my subsequent days at the Republic

of Pie and Priscilla’s. The L.A. cafés didn’t hold my life together so much as they lifted me

up from many late, drunken nights. It’s weird to think back on a time in your life and realize,

whoops, you were an alcoholic for five months. But I also think the vodka, whiskey, etc., is

what got me through my time in L.A. The unpaid internships, the mounting class assignments,

the fear of always living in proximity to success but never actually having it—it’s all easier to

cope with if you’re drunk, if you’re locked into a constant performance of “on the edge of a

mental breakdown.”

I drank half a bottle of Jaeger on a student trip to Malibu. Another night, I passed out in

the shower as it filled up with water. And another time, I brought a cartoonishly large 50-oz.

bottle of cheap Barefoot white wine to the student center and drank it until I fell asleep; I

finished it when I woke up at 4 a.m.

My barhopping was a blur of Uber rides, Tinder swiping, and late-night In-N-Out trips.

One night, I visited the No Vacancy—a boozy Shambhala, the Haunted Mansion ride of

cocktail bars. For one thing, Google Maps had no idea where the entrance was, so I had to

follow a broad-shouldered Italian doorman through some back alleys and a vast parking lot to

get there. The entrance looks like the facade of Norman Bates’ house. The bar is half-outdoors

and half-in, more like a friend’s backyard party than a cocktail bar where an Old Fashioned is

$18. Get drunk, desperately call your friends across the country, dance with a stranger—check,

check, check. What an awful autumn.

There’s this literary bar down the road from the apartment complex, next to a gas station

and a taco truck, called The Catcher in the Rye. Their cocktail menu is a deluge of literary

references—The Don Quixote, The Raven, The Goblet of Fire, The Hemingway. I drank lots of

Tequila Mockingbirds with Arette Blanco and garnished with a jalapeño slice, mostly because it’s

hard to binge-drink when your cocktails are incredibly fucking spicy. I decided recently that the

most miserable I’ve ever been was on Halloween in 2018 when my day took me from the unpaid

internship to class to the literary bar around 10 p.m. I passed out a few drinks in, exhausted,

against the bar counter. I woke up to some dude in a prisoner costume asking me if I knew

where the bathroom was.
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Rainstorms Between L.A. And Joshua Tree

Clement Obropta
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The L.A. River runs just by the student center. It’s a barren concrete basin with a tiny

stream running through it. When I walked by, it always crossed my mind how easy it would be to

jump off the bridge. I always thought about whether the water was deep enough to save me, if I

hit the water at all—the Ophelia of the L.A. River. But I didn’t think about it in a suicidal kind of

way. There’s a distinction between actively self-destructive thoughts and thoughts that humor the

possibility of suicide, and I spent most of my time in L.A. in the latter frame of mind.

On Nov. 8, 2018, the Woolsey Fire ripped through Malibu. When I left the apartment one

morning, ash fell from the sky, and I thought, “This is what snow in Los Angeles feels like.” It’s

not just the frequent wildfires — all of L.A. feels like a barely contained blaze. On my first day

driving to my internship at Blumhouse Productions, I passed an SUV crashed into a Nissan or

some shit, both cars bruised in the middle of the road, smoke pouring out of their frames, and

flames fanning the Nissan. In the office kitchen, an hour later, I told my supervisor as we refilled

the coffee machine. “Was it on Beverly?” he asked, scooping the grounds into the hopper.

“There’s always a burning car on Beverly.”

I met some lovely people in L.A. Bless my professors, who listened to my exasperated

rants and nodded and said, “Yeah, that about sums it up.” Some of my fellow Blumhouse interns

drove with me to and from work, and we spent our drives talking horror movies and belting

“Shallow” from A Star Is Born. But most of the people I met in L.A. were ladder-climbers and

suck-ups, always throwing themselves at the feet of anyone with a name, so desperate to get a

better job that they would kiss up to anybody with a pulse and a corner office. We were nobodies,

so we overthought every interaction. You have no idea who’s going to be the one to save your ass

when you’re out of the job. Or who’s going to be out sick or undergoing surgery in a month or

two. Empty desks don’t fill themselves. It’s Los Angeles. Something’s always burning somewhere.

The other students went home in the first week of December when the program ended. I stayed

an extra two weeks to look at graduate schools I knew I wasn’t even gonna apply to, but in those

two weeks of living alone in L.A. and touring schools, something odd happened. I stopped

drinking as much. And because it was December in California, I had a beach day.
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At Santa Monica, pedestrian and bike paths line 26 miles of beach, and bike rentals are

everywhere. Santa Monica’s shore has intermittent sewage drains, which produce these trash-

filled, bog-like pools along the beach. So in one mile of biking, you can see three sewage drains,

at least one wedding, and more than a few homeless people. Looking out over the ocean, you

realize California’s coast really does feel like the end of something.

Earlier in the season, I’d gone to the Laemmle NoHo 7 theater and seen Skate Kitchen, this

gorgeous, intimate film from Crystal Moselle about New York City skateboarder subculture and

the girls trying to make a name for themselves there. The film has these super-fluid, balletic shots

of the girls skateboarding through the city and skateparks, filmed by a camera operator using

handheld on a skateboard. The girls are real-life Skate Kitchen group members, and Moselle

wrote a script around them, cast them in the film, and got them acting lessons.

Skate Kitchen was on my brain when I parked my bike against a tree at Venice Beach

Skatepark. A crowd was gathered there, at this little skating oasis in the sand. Folks with

interesting hair and funky socks carved the bowls. I stood and watched them for over an hour,

and I realized that they all knew one another. They were hyping each other up, cheering for other

skaters when they fell off the board, and hollering when they pulled off an air trick. A little girl

near me tore across the basin in roller-skates. Some tall white guy with blonde dreadlocks gave

her a high-five.

All these teenagers and twenty-somethings were out here experimenting, trying new shit,

and mashing up tricks and figuring out routines. If I were an asshole, I’d say it was like jazz. You

know, how it’s all improvisation, how the same skater wouldn’t do the same routine twice in one

day. Bikes, roller-skates, skateboards—they were all pros eager to try new material and practice

tricks with their friends. I imagined Moselle’s camera floating after them as they sculpted the

skatepark basins, bringing life to the concrete getting warm in the Venice Beach air. I felt like

these people—well, aside from the literal child—had been here for years and will be here for

years. If there weren’t a pandemic and I flew back out to L.A. tomorrow and went back to the

Venice Beach Skatepark, I would see these same people. The same white dude with blonde

dreads. The same little girl in roller-skates, now a little more grown-up. But due to COVID, the

skateparks all closed, putting an end to some of the only places in L.A. that felt too communal,

too free, and too loving to properly be in L.A.
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After I left the skatepark, I swam in the Pacific. It wasn’t cold at all. A bride and groom

took photos by some boulders as the waves broke against them. I know this sounds like a

redemption arc for L.A., but really, it’s the only part of my internment where I felt like my head

was above water. The pie shops still closed at 10 p.m., the nights still scared me, and the trail up

to the Hollywood sign was always filled with horse shit.

Looking down on the San Fernando Valley obscured by smog, there’s an intractable

feeling of falling. L.A. is a land of wells, graves, and pools. The valley and the L.A. River, the tar

pits and the concrete skateparks, the coastline and the reservoirs. Gouges in the landscape and

the soundscape—falling asleep in L.A. was hard at first but got easier, somewhat because of that

emptiness. There’s not an absence of volume, but each sound is competing over white noise. The

planes landing, the coyotes in the mountains, the frogs and cicadas in the trees: Every sound leaps

at the chance to fill the void of the desert air, to creep into the cavity of time like tar into bone. A

constant seeping that blackens the cartilage.

BIO: Clement Obropta is a culture editor at MAYDAY and Looper. He studied film and English 

at Ithaca College and the University of  St Andrews in Scotland, where he did his masters studies. 

His film criticism is mostly housed at Film Inquiry, and he’s published fiction, photography, poetry, 

and screenplays with various literary magazines. He is the photo editor for Wanderlust Journal and 

the editor of  the 2021 eBook collection.
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Untitled, Washington volcano

Josh deLacy
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Pizza Delivery on Lake Waconia
M.K. Martin

Minnesota’s winter prairies are fields of white as you fly north. Below, trees emerge from the

snow—first deciduous ones, skeletal branches black against the sky, then the pines, green boughs

wrapped in snow like gala attendees in fur-lined coats. The pines patrol the edges of wind-swept

ice. The lakes flash blue and black as the sun’s weak rays hit them. The larger ones are dotted

with smudges of color.
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You press your face against the airplane’s window, hoarfrost on the outside of the

double-pane, the inside only cold to the touch. “Look.” You poke your boyfriend. It’s his first trip

to Minnesota, and you are golden-retriever-eager to be a good guide. “Ice fishing houses.”

“People still do that?” The question hovers between disbelief and derision. How quaint,

like churning butter by hand or hammering out tools from pig iron.

“Yeah.” Pft, of course, silly.

But you keep quiet because in Minnesota you must be Minnesota Nice™.

Growing up on the ice taught you a lot about caution. In the heart of winter, you led your

siblings down a dirt road, past the football field and baseball diamonds, past the strip of trees

demarking the town’s boundaries. Your dog, a collie cross, dashed and bounced through the

snow, racing around your band in an instinctive but ineffectual attempt to herd you. She never

went far, so you let her run, leash trailing behind her.

You passed the field where during summertime, you trampled out mazes in the tall grass

and once, although you’ve never told an adult, set a grass fire. In the fall, the field was off limits

to anyone not dressed in blaze orange or camouflage. No one told the deer.

The trees on the other side of the field loomed like an unbroken wall, but long ago you

found a way in, followed game trails into the secret forest, skirted the beaver pond, and ran

whooping through the forest, half-feral in the flush of illicit freedom. “Go outside and play,” the

adults would say, never suspecting how far you could wander before dusk sent you racing home.

On that day, the sky was clear blue. A ghost of a moon skimmed the horizon. Mourning

doves cooed to each other, and chickadees gossiped fee-bee, fee-bee. You found the fallen tree

and crossed from the bank of the Crow River to a small island. From there, you stepped out

onto the ice. You paused to listen. Did it groan or crack? Another step, and you were on solid ice

in the middle of the river. Snow was piled in cotton candy mounds along the edge of the river.

The ice there was thin, eaten away by the moving water below. Your brothers, nearly teenagers

like you, knew not to stray, but the youngest, barely older than a toddler, wandered. She was

beguiled by the weeping willow branches trailing from the bank.

The crack was barely audible above the wind.
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Your boyfriend peers out of the pickup’s window. This time of year, it’s well-seasoned with sand

and road salt. Still, he watches as the skyscrapers slump into the suburbs, which surrender, in

their turn, to the flat farmland. Leaving the Twin Cities is like traveling back in time.

The cousin who retrieved you from the airport glances at your boyfriend.

“So, how far away is this awesome surprise?” Your boyfriend’s trying to be excited, and

you’re trying to be patient. He’s not outdoorsy, but anyone can change, right? You changed. At

school, you present yourself as cultured—a person who not only studies but appreciates the

Humanities and possibly knows about wine. Your boyfriend grew up in ‘the nice part’ of

Chicago. He’s going to be an engineer, like his father.

“Bout an hour.” Your cousin grins as he exits onto Highway Seven West. “You’re gonna

love it.” Follow the setting sun, and there’s a lot of nothing until you hit the Rocky Mountains

somewhere in Montana.

Full dark sets in by six pm. Is it too late to start an adventure? You shrug. Normally, you

and your boyfriend would stay up past midnight. The difference, here, is you’ll be outdoors

instead of working on your thesis while your boyfriend has a Scotch and half-watches the Golf Channel.

It’s been years since you’ve been home, and in the dark, it’s easy to lose track of which

small town you’ve passed through. But no matter; they’re all pretty much the same. The gas

station, school, bar, grocery store, and a couple of churches, generally Lutheran, Catholic, or

Baptist. Mostly Lutheran—the kinds of places that host lutefisk lunches around the holidays and

bingo on Tuesday nights.

The road winds among duck ponds and marshes, rivers, and creeks. Between the towns

are fallow fields with their corn stalks buzzed down to nubbins. In addition to corn and iron ore,

Minnesota also produces more sugar beets than any other state, so some of those fields might be

beet fields, hard to say in the snow-covered darkness. Windbreak trees rim the fields, and the

giddy headlamps of snowmobiles swoop across the open ground. Along Highway 7, signs warn

of deer crossings and bridges that ice before the road.

The pickup crests a hill and below sprawls the town of Waconia, a semicircle of

grid-pattern lights, all the usual town things, plus a café with a real espresso machine, and a movie

theater that doesn’t care if you’re old enough to see R-rated movies, so long as your friend’s mom

vouches for you.
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Outside the town lights is the dark, upside-down comma of the lake with the darker

eyespot of its island. And scattered across the ice are constellations of white and orange lights

marking out the ice fishing houses.

Your brothers took turns running and jumping to grab snow-weighted treetops that have bent

over the river. They pulled the trees down, squealing as the snow flurried around them. It took

two to hold down the tree, and with a triumphant shout, the helper released it to let the other

bounce until he couldn’t hold on and dropped to the ice, red-cheeked and breathless.

Your youngest sister shrieked. The dog growled then whined, her liquid brown eyes

rolling, tail tucked as she anxiously panted.

“She bited me!” your sister howled. The dog had never bitten anyone, let alone a small,

lamb-like child.

You reached for the dragging end of the dog’s leash and heard it. The low groan of thin

ice. How thick was the ice? And below, a current fast enough to whisk your tiny sister away,

trapped under the ice. Were there air pockets? But she couldn’t swim. And if you got closer, the

ice could break under you both. But you could swim.

“Did she bite her?” Your brothers stopped their games. “What happened?”

You held out a hand to them. “Stop. Stay back.”

Your cousin slaps your boyfriend’s shoulder. “Ya havin’ fun yet?” He offers a beer from a cluster

in a pile of slushy snow by the door. A Coleman lantern hangs from a string. Outside, the night is

mostly still, and the quiet is occasionally broken by cheers or jeers from other shacks. It’s only 8

pm, but the night feels eternal out here on the ice. Hard to believe this morning you awoke in

Chicago.

“Thanks,” your boyfriend says. His cheeks are pink, and his nose is already red enough to

look like a long-time drunk. He pulls off his mitten and pops the top, swigs, and gives a thumbs up.

You smile as well. It feels like you’ve been smiling for days like your face is frozen in a

joy-like rictus. We’re all having such a good time here. You refuse to crack under the weight of

your boyfriend’s discomfort. He’ll get the hang of it. How can he fail to love the cold, clear night,

the crisp snow, the simple pleasure of beer and comradery that is the sacred rite of the icehouse?
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A tug on your line provides a welcomed distraction. For a short time, you don’t have to

think about the grim look on your boyfriend’s face or how he seems to be sinking ever deeper

into his coat. For a short time, it’s just you and the sunfish. When you drop the sunny into the

bucket, your smile is genuine. Counting your cousin’s, you have three.

“Gonna gut these beauties and get cooking,” your cousin says.

“In here?” Your boyfriend’s horror is plain in his voice.

Your cousin laughs, scoops up the fish bucket, and heads outside.

Your boyfriend sighs aggressively, and you want to scream, “Just say what you have to say

already.” But you’re Minnesota Nice™, so you say, “Those sunnies should fry up good.” You

stop yourself before the ‘ya?’ slips out, but barely. One day back and the accent is already

creeping in.

“Are we seriously going to eat those?”

You stare at your boyfriend. Not all danger is clearly marked. On the ice, you have to be

alert to subtle things. Out here, away from the city lights and the Golf Channel, you can finally

hear the almost imperceptible crack.

“Know what?” you say as you stand. “You’re right. The fish we caught aren’t good

enough. I’ll order pizza.” You step outside. The air is so cold that your eyes instantly water. An

orange glow hangs over Waconia. You listen. Only the wind sighs.

You beckoned your sister, but she shook her head. “My boot is stuck.” In books, panic was

heart- pounding, knees weak, trembling, but you only felt cold, as cold and still as the ice itself.

You didn’t have to worry because you’d already decided what you would do. You wouldn’t think

of possible consequences.

You stepped forward, your stance wide to distribute your weight, and grabbed your

sister’s hood. It probably wasn’t a great idea to drag her by her neck, but that’s what you did. As

you shoved her past you, back to the safety of the thicker middle of the river ice, you slipped.

The ice didn’t break; you just slid off the edge of it. It happened fast, and you nearly did

the splits, one leg in the water up to your knee, the other out to the side and bent behind you.

Your woolen tights, worn under your jeans, wicked up the frigid water. You gasped. If you leaned

back on the leg that’s on the ice, it might have broken, and you’d really be in deep.
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Your brothers lay down to make a human chain to reach you. The dog nuzzled your sister.

Afterward, you all agreed that if she hadn’t nipped the youngest, she might have walked off the

ice and into the water.

On the way home, your pants froze nearly solid, and you limped up the stairs like a

peg-legged pirate. You got changed while your siblings got treats for the dog and told your

mother every hair-raising detail. Everyone got hot chocolate, and Mom didn’t stint on the

marshmallows. The next day you headed back to the woods.

The chain pizza places won’t allow their drivers to go out on the ice. Liability, blah, blah, blah,

but Giovanni’s delivers in forty-five minutes. You know the driver. She used to run varsity

cross-country with you. The standard oh-my-god-it’s-been-so-long-how-are-doing conversation

reveals she’s three kids into a marriage to what’s-his-name, who also used to run cross-country.

“And you? Anyone special?” She leans an elbow out the window of her Subaru.

You look at the shack and shake your head.

After she drives away, you listen. There’s the low mutter of fisherfolk’s voices, the faint

clink of bottles or hiss of cans opening, the grinding of drills making new holes in the ice, or the

slop of dippers scooping out the holes. And under it all, the ice is silent. Not a crack, not a groan.

BIO: M.K. Martin is a Minnesota-born and raised author and editor. Her novel Survivors’ Club

was published in 2017. Her short stories appear in 0-Dark-Thirty and several anthologies. Martin

holds an MFA in Writing & Publishing program from Vermont College of Fine Arts. In between

Minnesota and Vermont, Martin was an exchange student in Paraguay, joined the Army, got

deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq, got a BA in Linguistics from the University of Oregon, and

developed a deep love of tea. She now lives in Ireland.

Photo: Untitled, M.K. Martin
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I Thought About You This Way

Stuart Baker Hawk

“I was suspended. The sky enveloped me. This day, all that was absent was you. What if this was

all days? It gave me pause. Would I reach aloft to touch you? I thought about you this way. I will

do better next time.”

— Stuart Baker Hawk
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Around the Few Blocks Nearby
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Lucky Life
Nancy Barnes

On Tuesday, we had 24 hours of quiet panic. Everything is quiet here, in the Massachusetts town

where we are hunkered down. There are no children’s voices floating up from the bike path

behind our building; few cars pass on the once-busy street under our windows. It is quiet here.

But the quiet that day was different. Ominous.

It started with me. I am 73, which places me firmly in a high-risk group for COVID. Still,

I have no underlying conditions. I tend not to worry about getting sick; I’m lucky in my health.

Lucky, too—somehow beyond privileged, although that is true as well—to have had a place to

which we could escape when the virus swept into New York City.

I live with my partner Claire. She is younger, a mere 61, but her lungs are far from

perfect. Our household includes one dog and one cat. Our cat is, of course, sequestered here

with us. She seems perfectly content with this life: Everyone is snug and home together. Her

name happens to be Lucky. Prompted by this, we have slipped into a slightly superstitious

shorthand. Acknowledging our good fortune amid terrifying hardship and loss, one or the other

of us will say, “We really are living the lucky life.”

Then on Tuesday, I woke up feeling crummy: scratchy throat, coldish, and extremely tired

before I even got up. Lingering in bed, I told myself it was nothing. Meanwhile, Claire put the

coffee on to brew and took the dog for her morning walk. Two cups of delicious coffee and the

newspaper were a distraction. But then I developed a fierce headache, unusual for me. We had a

dumb argument: I insisted that I should be the one to do the grocery shopping, Claire disagreed.

I forced myself to join my online qigong class. That helped until I felt lousy again. The headache

was worse. I was exhausted. When I complained, Claire just looked: “I have a splitting headache

too,” she said.

That took me down the rabbit hole. Okay, I thought, If I’m getting sick, I should be

isolating myself—but if one of us gets it, we’ll both get it. And who’s going to walk the dog? Or

disinfect the bathroom? Our small apartment is fine, more than fine in this time of sheltering.

But there is only one bathroom, no second bedroom.
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My mind was whirring, but I didn’t say anything. All along, my biggest worry has been

that I will give Claire the virus. We have a long history in which I get a cold and she gets

pneumonia. That evening I went to the computer alone and took the CDC self-checker test. It

said I should self-isolate. That meant sleep apart, but I couldn’t.

The next morning Claire was down, way down. She lay on the couch with a blanket over

her. She never does that—she’s usually at her desk by 8:30. “I don’t feel like myself,” was all she

said, looking glum and pale.

Fuck, I thought, here we go. I was already deep down in my burrow. Suddenly it was time

to prepare: order groceries for a siege, figure out what we might need from CVS. I went to the

fridge. “Is this the coffee you’ve been using?” I called across the room, grabbing a bag from the

freezer. I’d liked it. Maybe we could get more.

“Yes,” Claire said from her station on the couch, “that’s the one I’ve been using the last

couple of days.”

I stared at the bag in my hand. The label had a picture of a man in a red shirt standing

next to a glossy green coffee tree. Black letters spelled out “Peruvian.” One line below that the

black print read: DECAF.

It took five minutes to brew a pot of regular coffee. Caffeinated. Before we had finished

the first cup, we both felt better. Literally—one cup.

We really were living the lucky life. That was the end of the twenty-four-hour panic.

But how will this frightening time end? I don’t mean for me or us in our little family. Nor

do I mean when the pandemic will end. That is unknowable, though it sometimes feels like the

only question. Maybe I mean, will it end—will we ever forget, as people somehow forget other

sorts of grief and suffering? Or will we be forever changed by this time of living with fear.

BIO: Nancy Barnes is a cultural anthropologist and writes personal essays published in 

Hippocampus, Public Seminar, Evening Street Review, and other journals. She is a lifetime New Yorker, 

presently sheltering in her other home in Massachusetts. This piece describes one endless day at 

home in the time of  coronavirus.
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Atacama Desert

Lawrence Bridges
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Desert Light

Sarah Leamy
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Homebound
Tamara DeLand

I’m sorry that I don’t like puzzles. Or video games. Or television shows where people do idiotic,

humiliating things to themselves. I like Scrabble but not if you beat me. I’m sorry that I can

entertain myself in ways that don’t include you. I’m really sorry you think that every pot of

coffee brewed, and every meal set out on the table must originate with me. I’m sorry that when

you ask me what I’m going to do today, my impulse is to answer, Nothing, nothing ever again.

I’m sorry there is nothing new to report. I’m sorry that we’re not going to the movies tonight

and eating our favorite thin crust pizza. I’m sorry that we aren’t driving all the way to

Minneapolis to Sunnyside Gardens to buy flats of pansies and petunias and impatiens. I’m sorry

that we aren’t cooking out for our friends, and you’re the bartender. I’m sorry this isn’t a polar

vortex that caught us by surprise, burying us in snow and pelting us with ice. That the quiet

outside isn’t poetic instead of eerie. I’m sorry you’ve not broken your leg, or I’ve not developed a

nervous condition that demands secluded bedrest like a Victorian heroine. I’m even sorry that we

aren’t stranded because you packed away the passports after a move and can’t find them in time

for Venice. I’m sorry that you said in all seriousness, “I don’t think I’m going to make 103,” as if

up until now you had a handle on it. I’m sorry that I have trouble focusing on my books and that

I can’t keep up on social because every comment I want to make is ASSHOLE. I’m sorry that

I’m not spinning time into letters of gold to be swallowed whole as medicine or art. I’ll be sorry

when this is over, and all I have to show for it are journal pages dripping in sorry-for-myself. I’m

sorry that I want so much when others have so little. I’m sorry that I resent you when others are

alone. I’m sorry that all I want to do is leave. To be anywhere else.

BIO: Tamara DeLand lives and works in St. Cloud, Minnesota as a communications director. 

She is previously published in the Doctor T. J. Eckleburg Review.

Photo: Sasha Freemind, Unsplash
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Denver Walk

Samuel Joseph
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On Lostness
Anna Oberg

Something in me toys endlessly with the edge that summer. The gauzy space between the

mountains fascinates me as I view them from afar. I am afraid of the unknown, yet I insist on it.

I drive around in unfamiliar places, intentionally without my phone or a printed map, more

comfortable with an unanswered question than if I were to nail things down. I hike alone, always.

Usually in the morning, before the sun is up. No one is out.

It’s a preoccupation I’m exploring, this notion of lostness, betweenness. I dwell on it,

fetishize it, wishing my greatest fear would come true, even while hyperventilating at the thought.

I wonder if my expectation of lostness preceding foundness coaxes me to explore this

ambiguous place.

For years, I puzzle over the phrase “you can’t go home again,” wondering what it means

in my perception of home and away. At first, I’m sure it has to do with the place I leave behind.

How home somehow magically transforms in my wake. Over time, I realize I’m mistaken. Home

itself has nothing to do with it. I’m the one who leaves, the one irreversibly altered by

experience.

What I don’t grasp is what it takes for this to be true. It remains a mystery what type of

experience and wilderness is required for a person to change so profoundly. I wonder what

relentless anxiety could rock a person to the core of their identity, causing them to become

entirely new, unable to return to who they once were.

I remember being lost that summer the same way one remembers any vacancy—not as

decipherable terrain, but as the line of its periphery. I remember it the way one remembers the

slight impression of something forgotten. Only the shape remains. Everything else, the center of

the thing, bleeds into an indelible vagueness, the incoherent sense of something once there is

now gone.

The summer of 2015, the summer I turn 32, the summer I get lost—I climb eight

mountains in Rocky Mountain National Park, naively searching for whatever it is I need. It isn’t

the summit photos I’m after, though they are a driving force. It’s an image of myself I seek

carved from the granite, from the wild depth of the sky.
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I am writing a book, or rather, laying the bedrock for one as I summit a peak in each

section of the park. Each mountain I choose becomes a chapter about some complication, some

elemental battle in the natural world.

When I picture a bound copy in my hands, the book I envision is about self-identity,

understanding who I am even when I’m unsure of my location or trajectory on life’s path. I want

to write a creation story, a narrative of becoming. It’s all still theory and conjecture. Yet, I already

understand the irony—the summer I embark on finding who I am, I lose myself.

Mt. Nimbus is in the Never Summer Range, a lonely string of peaks on the far western

rim of Rocky Mountain National Park. I choose this summit because its name suggests water, the

fluid nature of hardship. Nimbus clouds, I’m told, are those that bring rain. I wish for revelation,

deluge, some profound enlightenment to wash me as I become whatever it is I am meant to be.

It’s early July, and by the morning I arrive at the empty Bowen/Baker Trailhead for my

hike up Nimbus, I’ve already summited Estes Cone, Hallett Peak, and my first thirteener,

Mummy Mountain. I’ve also survived a failed attempt to find Mt. Adams in the half-dark of a

socked-in fog with thunder rumbling close by. Mt. Nimbus will put me just past the halfway point

on my journey, culminating in August when I plan to hike the park’s only fourteener, Longs Peak.

In the intervening days, I’m slated to climb Snowdrift Peak and Meadow Mountain, both in more

well-travelled sections of the park than the Never Summers. With a round trip of twelve miles

and an elevation gain of 3,856 feet, Mt. Nimbus (12,706 ft.) seems moderate, I tell myself, with

no technical elements—just a jaunt through the woods and a haul up to the rocky summit.

As the sun rises, I jog alone through fields of wildflowers, stopping to snap a few pictures

as I travel west toward Baker Pass. It is green, so green. Another planet from the dry trails on the

eastern side of the park where I have done most of my hiking thus far. Crossing a vast meadow

through the Never Summer Wilderness, I reach the pass, reentering the National Park at a

wide-open crossroads where the Baker Gulch Trail intersects the path to Jack Creek and a route

to Parika Lake. I turn around, surveying where I’ve come from—rippling waves of land stretch

back as far as my eyes can reach.

I turn eat. My gaze veers up a steep pile of red scree. This is the western slope of

Mt. Nimbus, my route. Anxiety floods my belly with clean heat. My scalp prickles. It is
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three-quarters of a mile nearly straight into the summer sky. There is no path, only the threat of

gravity pulling me down the sharp pitch.

There is only one way to go.

Because of the collapsing hillside and rotten rock, it takes much longer than I anticipate

to top out on Nimbus’ gorgeous summit. After a few photos in the bright noon light, I stand

there inhaling the view of Longs Peak to the east, idly wondering if I’ll ever make it up that

mountain. I dawdle, sipping water from my Camelback, trying to persuade myself to descend

from where I currently stand.

I find down every bit as hard as up, and it takes just as long. I creep my way toward the

green pass below, tumbling every three steps as the unsteady mountain gives way, and I go sliding

with it. My shins are bloody from the loose, shifting rocks, and dramatically—true to form—I

wonder if I will make it, or if I’ll die there in the sun with the ravens circling overhead, waiting to

pick my bones and leave me to bloat and bleach in the heat of the day.

Finally, I reach the line where the insufferable scree meets the grass. My relief is

short-lived, however, as almost immediately, I celebrate by gulping the last of my water. A hollow,

sucking sound laces through the blue straw attached to the now-empty bladder in my running

backpack. Facing a thirsty six miles back to my car, I comfort myself with a half-smile and the

thought of what I’ll write about this scenario.

I retrace my route, elated I hit the summit, but slightly worried I’ll be dehydrated when I

get back to the trailhead. As I follow the path with my eyes and feet, my thoughts scatter

elsewhere, preoccupied with the material, the details of this terrain’s story, this day, this rugged

adventure. Predictably for the season, thick afternoon clouds build dark anvils in the west, and as

I run, the green valley gives way to dappled shade as I re-enter the woods.

The trail passes through a dense ponderosa grove and back into the sunlight toward a

willow bog. Expecting it to veer around the willows, I come to a dead stop when the path ends

abruptly at the edge of the bog. Not wanting to get my Asics wet, I turn around, thinking I’ve

inadvertently taken a spur off the main trail. I retrace my steps for a few yards, but the route

evaporates that way as well. Very suddenly, I am standing in the bright woods, wondering where

the hell the trail went.
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Untitled in Wyoming

Sarah Leamy
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Turning a full circle, I digest the four cardinal points, covering only a bit of ground.

Soon, I don’t know which direction I’ve come from or where I should be going.

Something like truth or an idea less lofty enters my head in the span of this pause. It is

reality settling in, taking up lodging. Comprehension surfaces in the intermittent sun as I watch

the storm build, the bottom edges of the clouds turning a heavy gray, rain imminent. Suddenly, I

know fully and coldly, relentlessly—well, you fucking can’t stay here.

As much as I want to, as much as I would sit down and cry, I can’t. There is a whirring

note in my head on repeat telling me I have to move. I’m not calm—my heart gallops, blood

pounding in my ears. I try imagining the way I think the trail would have gone, should have gone,

and I go that way, right into the bog, sharp willows tearing my legs, three inches of icy water

pouring over the tops of my running shoes. A sickening squelch follows my every step, the

suction of the mud beneath the surface nearly sliding each foot from its shoe, further flooding

me with distraction. This is all the water, the very sea of it, I dreamt of when I chose this

mountain—Nimbus—by its name.

Marching involuntarily through the endless bushes, I’m reminded of the sharp bends of

my body, not just where flesh fastens to bone, but the internal corners, the places blood must

turn and flow back to where it came from, back through the limbs, the harsh places, aiming

fiercely at the heart. How it too can’t go home again unchanged. The sewer lines of my internal

self are kinked and pained in this rough scenario. I don’t know if I’ll ever find my way back.

Thunder reverberates through the empty spaces of the red mountain I’ve just descended,

and I walk on under the gathering sky, knowing the clouds could burst any time, or inflict their

fire on me, the highest point in this flat, unceasing place. It can’t get worse.

It can, though, in the way it nearly always can.

Lostness is a terrain all its own. I look back now and can’t remember how I got there or

what I see in the country. Afterward, the only remainder is the feeling I have of being held fixed

in a space between two breaths and not knowing if an inhale or exhale will ultimately claim me.

Lostness is a landscape of question, the liminal territory where I house my perception of the

gray, unknowable space I’ve viewed only from afar until now.

I find my voice after half an hour in the bog, shaking, frenzied as I yell at the top of my

lungs, Can anyone hear me? No one can.
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All I want, as I count my loud, sucking steps through this flooded place, is something

familiar to anchor me, to remind me of everything I know to be true. The reality remains

unsettling, however, as minutes tick to quarter-hours to half-hours to hours. The storm stays to

the west, and my sloshing feet are the only thing soaked through, but I can feel the skin on my

heels become loose and begin to flay as blisters form and fill and pop and recede into the water.

It is cold, leftover snowmelt not yet returned to the atmosphere after a long winter.

I am tired.

I don’t know how much time has passed when I reach the edge of the bog. It feels like

days, but my thirst is still at bay, so it can’t have been that long. A break in the forest welcomes

me to dry ground. It doesn’t matter how long it has taken to get there because there is without

context, someplace I have no reference for.

Suddenly, as though eyes opening slowly after a long nap, I see a path crossing a bare

place flecked with sunlight, peacefully meandering through the widely spaced pines. The trail has

been there all along.

I sit in the middle of the trail, quiet for a moment when unchecked sobs rise to the

surface of me like bubbles from a deep spring. I can’t stop my tears. I’ve been somewhere I never

planned to go, and now I must find my way back home, knowing I won’t return there either.

Taking a deep breath, I grind the heels of my hands into my eye sockets. My tears dry,

and I stand to walk again toward the trailhead.

The shattering thing—as I think the day over, calm and willow-gnashed, aching in the car

on the way home—is that by any measurable standard, I was never lost. Authorities were not

called. No one was notified. Not a soul heard my cries in the Never Summer Wilderness. To any

outsider, my hike took a few hours longer than expected, and I was thirstier and dirtier and wetter

than necessary when I got back to the car.

Yet this event shakes me profoundly, begging the same question as a tree falling in the

forest when no one is around. If I am lost, and there is no one to see me in that uninhabitable

place, did it happen at all?

I drive, understanding there has been a lapse. A gap in my consciousness has widened—

the haze from between mountains fills me. I can see, suddenly and clearly, why “you can’t go

home again” is universal. No matter what else, I have become the sum of all my choices since I
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left home. My experiences—the summit, the trail, the bog—have already altered me. I have seen

the gray edge I’ve been pressing against crumble, and I’m reminded that nothing is safe, nothing

is planned. Anything can happen.

I sit and write this story until I am calm with it, comfortable staring at it, rolling it over in

my hands, examining all its facets through the disturbed light of a broken prism. It is important,

for my nerves’ sake, that I state it, that I make it my own, just as the fear of being lost and never

found has embedded itself and made it my own. Just as writing it over and over will be my only

way home.

BIO: Anna Oberg is a professional photographer based in Estes Park, Colorado. When she’s

not arranging family portraits with the perfect view of Long’s Peak as backdrop, she focuses on

writing tiny memories and small stories. She has been published in Cleaver Magazine, Burningword

Literary Journal, The Maine Review, Causeway Lit, and HerStry blog.
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Flight in Fear

Vimla Sriram



Traveling Alone
Suzanne Roberts

Maybe it was the drinks on empty stomachs,

or the dimly lit Quito bar, or my exuberant

dance-floor fan kick that encouraged my young

companions to forget that I was nearly twice

their age. Liam and Adam sandwiched me into

what can only be called a grind, and I thought

about the beautiful star of Y tu mamá también,

the movie where the older but totally

gorgeous woman, played by Maribel Verdu,

has a threesome with two much younger

men. Boys, really. And that’s how it felt—like

I was Maribel Verdu and Adam and Liam

were the two 17-year-old boys in the film.

Of course, Liam and Adam were in

their early 20s, and I was 36, so we were all

older than the characters, and none of us

nearly as beautiful, but the age difference

had to be about the same. But that’s what a

movie in your head does—it morphs time

and reason. In other words, whenever I feel

like I am watching my life as if it were a

movie, I am totally fucked, or at least about

to be, figuratively or literally. But I didn’t

think that, not at the time, rather this

thought crept into my mind: Wasn’t a

threesome something I wanted to cross off

my bucket list of transgressions?

I had recently divorced my husband

and was traveling alone in South America. I

was leaving Ecuador for Peru the next day,

and Liam and Adam were headed to Bolivia.

The anonymity of travel protected me, and I

would surely never see them again. Wasn’t

part of the allure of travel to leave your old

self behind and embrace a more

adventurous, interesting, reckless self ? I was

in my mid-thirties, young enough to think

that I could be anyone I wanted to be, old

enough to know that I would always,

somehow, settle back into the me I had

always been, whether I was hiking in the

Amazon or at home on the couch, grading

student papers. I knew being a new person

because of a new place was impossible, but

that didn’t stop me fantasizing.

I had met Liam and Adam earlier that day

on one of those tours that promise

“authentic” experiences and visits to local

markets. I took a yearlong sabbatical to

travel and “find myself,” whatever I thought

that meant at the time. I thought that this

day trip from Quito would be a good way to

meet other people. These two young

Englishmen were taking a gap year between

university and everything else. Liam was a

heavy-set fellow with a swoop of auburn
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hair, and Adam was a slip of a thing with a

lisp. They told me they were two weeks into

a year-long trip, though Liam already missed

his girlfriend at home. “Stop talking about

her already, would you?” Adam told him.

Adam might have been small, but he

was bossy. If I were making bets, I didn’t

think they would last more than a month

into their travels.

The Soft Cell version of “Tainted

Love” came on the van’s radio, and we all

sang along. Our group also included a Dutch

woman named Natalie, an Israeli tour guide,

and Mario, our Ecuadoran

driver/translator. I thought about how

music crossed all nationalities and

languages—here we were, American, Dutch,

British, Israeli, and Ecuadorean singing the

words to this 1980’s hit. The rugged

greenscape of the Ecuadorian mountains

laddered the gray sky. A man herded

black-and-white-spotted cows. A pig and a

German Shepherd were chained to a fence.

Our first stop was at the “real”

shepherd’s home, a mud-thatched house

shaped like a beehive with a hole at the top

for cook smoke to escape. The blackened

walls made the hut seem darker. Adam said,

“My God,” when he looked inside, and I

hoped the shepherd didn’t speak English,

but just in case he did, I said he had a very

nice house. Mostly I was uncomfortable

because the shepherd and his house had

become a tourist attraction. The shepherd

nodded and grinned, showing the missing

teeth. He pointed out his cuy, and Mario

translated from Quechua, the language of

the Andes, into Spanish. The Israeli tour

guide translated Spanish into English: “He is

showing us his guinea pigs,” as if that wasn’t

already obvious. Squeals came from a cage in

the corner. It was not just commonplace to

find live guinea pigs in the restaurant

kitchen, but many people kept caged guinea

pigs in their own kitchens, a delicacy for

special occasions.

We thanked the shepherd and

moved onto our next destination: market

day in Sasquili, which meant that the streets

filled with everything from fruit and

vegetables to live animals, including

more cuy. Men worked on sewing machines,

tailoring clothes for customers, who were

waiting and gossiping with their friends

from neighboring towns. A woman stood by

a basket of rabbits and chickens. A potential

customer came by, felt the bodies under the

white feathers. While the women negotiated

a fair price, the customer ruffled her fingers

along the bellies. Hanging upside down, the
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Pool

Sandra Hosking

“Thermal pools dot the landscape at Yellowstone and sparkle like gems or appear opalescent as

this blue pond surrounded by red sediment.”

— Sandra Hosking
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chickens did nothing, resigned, it seemed,

to death.

Women sorted through beans and

rabbits, socks, and eye shadow. A man

whipped yelping hogs with a stick to load

them into a pick-up truck. A lamb tied to

the top of a bus bleated in terror. We all

took pictures. I wrote notes in my journal.

Novel to me but quotidian to the locals—

ordinary is a matter of perspective. And

then Natalie said, “I can’t take this. All

these live animals. I’m an animal lover. I

want to go.”

We started back to the van, and a

young woman walked toward us and lifted

her blouse, revealing a gash, red as a plum,

where a nipple should be. She held out her

hand and mouthed the words,

“Ayúdeme.” Help me. Her face in a squint.

We hurried past, looked down at the dirt

road. I looked back, and so did she. She

turned and started walking back toward me.

I scrambled to find change in my pocket,

placed it into the nest of her palm, knowing

there was nothing my coins could do for her.

When we left the woman, Natalie didn’t say

a word, and neither did I.

We loaded into the van drove up a

windy road. At the top, we ate lunch at a

restaurant perched at the edge of Quiltoa,

an extinct volcano with a small sapphire lake

below at the center of the crater. Natalie, the

Dutch girl who loved animals, ordered lamb,

and I tried to smile at Liam and Alex, but

they didn’t notice. And weren’t we all

hypocrites in our very own ways?

When our food came, I watched

Natalie saw at her meat with a dull knife. She

told us that it was her birthday and asked if

we would join her for a drink later that

night. We all agreed.

After lunch, we hiked down a steep,

sandy path into the throat of the extinct

volcano. A local boy followed us down and

then asked us if we wanted to buy a ride

back upon his mule. We declined, and the

boy looked disappointed. When I realized I

might have made his day or even his week

with my ride, I paid him a small tip to take a

photograph together at the lip of the crater.

Our little tour group then boarded

the van again and drove back to Quito.

There was no chatter, the usual

where-are-you-from, and where-are-you-

going, and where-have-you-been of travel

speak. But when ABBA’s “Gimmie! Gimmie!

Gimmie! (A Man after Midnight)” came on

the radio, we all sang along.

Later, in the Quito dance club of

Natalie’s choosing, she said she liked to
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drink but wasn’t keen on dancing. Because I

am fond of both drinking and dancing,

perhaps overly so, I skipped onto the dance

floor. By the second or third song, Liam was

behind me, his face over my shoulder,

nuzzling his chin into my collar bone. Adam

had both hands on my waist and was

attempting to spark a fire between his nether

regions and mine. This is where I started to

wonder if there might be a threesome in my

future, where the movie reel played in my

head, looking like someone else’s life.

Certainly for Adam and Liam, this was just

dancing, and the lusty storyline belonged to

me alone. And maybe that’s the thing about

travel; it enables us to get outside of

ourselves, to try on new stories, to take

paths we wouldn’t otherwise follow.

Before I could find out what was

really happening here on the dance floor, I

slipped out from between them, ghosting

my new friends. I walked out of the club

and into the cold night air alone. Taxis

honked and flashed their lights at me,

wondering if I wanted a ride. I shook my

head, waved them away, and walked the few

blocks back to my hostel.

I fell into the narrow bed. I

wondered if the movie in my head really

would follow the script of Y tu mamá

también in real life. If so, those two boys

would be making out with each other in

their hostel bedroom soon, and I would die

very young.

But then I realized that I was no

longer young, and I went to sleep.

BIO: Suzanne Roberts is the author of the

travel essay collection Bad Tourist:

Misadventures in Love and Travel (University

of Nebraska Press, 2020) and the memoir

Almost Somewhere: Twenty-Eight Days on the

John Muir Trail (winner of the National

Outdoor Book Award), as well as four

books of poems. She served as the

2018–2020 El Dorado County Poet Laureate

and currently lives in South Lake

Tahoe, California.
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Have Camels, Will Travel
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